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Abstract
Sunny-Side Solutions is a solar water heating and shower system designed for Naretu Academy
in Narok, Kenya, to provide the academy's teachers a simple, reliable, and frugal meth od of

receiving hot water for daily showers. After thorough research and testing, the final system 's
main components are ½ " diameter, 54.9 m long irrigation piping solar collector, a 100 L
insulated hot water tank, and a 67 W circulation pump. These components ensure that all water
that enters the system will be able to achieve a final temperature of 38 °C and maintain this
temperature until the teachers shower and drain the hot water tank. With the solar collector
optimally angled towards the sun, a final theoretical temperature of 43.1 °C was reached,

equating to a temperature difference of 17.8 °C. Sunny-Side Solutions' solar system is not only
more time efficient for the teachers, as does not require constant watch like boiling water does,
but it also saves Sabore's Well 57.6 % compared to Kenya's leading market solar solution. A hot
water shower serves as a form of appreciation for all the hard work the teachers put in to
supporting the Maasai community and its children's education. In order to further optimize and
test the Sunny-Side Solutions solar system at Naretu Academy, an instruction manual, visually
outlining how to build the solar collector, and informational pamphlet, containing materials,
substitutes, and suggestions to simplify the building process, was sent to Sabore's Well.
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1. Introduction
Today’s media often shows images of politicians, celebrities, and high technology, but too often,
those that are essential cogs to the machine of society are left unhighlighted, despite the critical
work that they do. One of these cogs are teachers, whose daily jobs are to inspire the next
generations by giving them the building blocks of knowledge. Whether they are educators in
California or in Kenya, there’s a pattern of teachers being underappreciated by society as a whole
[1]. This lack of appreciation makes finding and retaining teachers increasingly difficult [1]. One
way to show this due respect is by reducing the friction of working and instead increasing the
comfort and ease of it.

1.1 Project Motivation
At the end of the day, a hot shower is exactly what any person wants to clean off the grime of the
day or start fresh for what’s to come. In addition to hot water showers being an appreciated
comfort after a long day at school, it also encourages teachers to continue doing their best for
every student that walks into their classroom. Sabore’s Well is a Non-governmental Organization
(NGO) that has worked on the objectives of getting clean water and better education for the
people of the Maasai community as Kenya’s statistical access to water is lower than the rest of
the world’s (Figure 1) [2]. Sabore’s Well has succeeded with their initial objectives and are
looking to expand their school’s amenities, such as providing hot shower water, to improve the
quality of life for their students and teachers alike.
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Figure 1. Access to Water in Kenya Infographic. This infographic shows that with a population
of 50 million, only 60% have access to clean water, and only 30% have access to hot water
(sanitary purposes) [2].
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While a hot water shower may be considered the norm for many in the world, there are
thousands that still lack reliable and consistent access to hot water for bathing and cooking. In
countries like Kenya, rural families obtain hot water through burning coal or firewood [3]. This
not only releases harmful greenhouse gases, but is also a time consuming and expensive process.
The firewood used to boil water is a partial contribution to Kenya’s growing deforestation
problem [3], and no other group has understood this more than the Maasai people. Given this, a
sustainable hot-water shower system is needed to adhere to the values of the Maasai people and
reduce this project’s negative impact to the environment.
To obtain consistent hot water for showers, there are two things necessary: a method of heating
up cold water and a method of getting the heated water to the user at a pressure appropriate for
showering. In the typical North American household, these are done using a gas or electricpowered hot water tank, city water pressure, and using advanced shower technology to adjust the
water pressure on the user end. However, in a more rural and off-grid location, these are not
reasonable solutions. The solution then lies in the design thinking mindset to change perspective
given the new environment and customer.
Sunny-Side Solutions (S.S.S.’s) project aims to design a final product that is easy to maintain
and use while ensuring Sabore’s Well’s need of providing their hard-working teachers with hot
showers. The creation of a hot water shower system will not only provide an amenity for
teachers at the school, but will also increase the quality of education Sabore’s Well’s school
students receive.

1.2 Project Partner and Country Information
The Sunny-Side Solutions project’s customer is the NGO Sabore’s Well. Sabore’s Well is
located in Narok, Kenya, and was founded by Maasai warrior, Sabore Oyie, whom the
organization is named after, and Palo Alto native, Therese Hjelm. Together, Oyie and Hjelm
worked to dig wells for the Maasai community that not only provided a closer location for clean
water, but also significantly reduced the amount of time it took the women of the village to
collect water for the day’s cooking and cleaning [4]. With this new found time, mothers could
afford to send their young girls to school in addition to their sons.
After accomplishing their initial goal of providing clean water closer to the Maasai community,
Oyie and Hjelm began their next task of building a school so the daughters from the poorest
families could also get an education. Sabore’s Well’s new school allows young girls in the
2

Maasai community to have an opportunity for an education by sourcing closer water collection
points. The young children no longer need to travel long distances to retrieve water. Specifically,
Sabore’s Wells’ vision is “to establish a learning environment where a 4, 5, and 6-year-old can
gain the necessary skills to begin his or her quest for knowledge that has the potential to reduce
or eradicate the challenges of poverty” [5]. Their school was effectively built and soon, young
girls were chosen to attend daily lessons in math, history, science, and more. Oyie and Hjelm’s
school ensures that its students are well fed and taken care of as well as its teachers.
While there are buildings for housing, bathrooms, and teaching, there are a couple amenities still
missing from their campus (Figure 2). One such thing is a water heater and shower system for
the teachers that live on the school campus. Oyie and Hjlem contacted the Frugal Innovation Hub
(FIH) to find engineering students who would want to take on this task. The Frugal Innovation
Hub is a Santa Clara University resource that focuses on humanitarian engineering projects and
acts as a facilitator between the students and their clients [6]. After this connection was forged,
Sunny-Side Solutions was founded, providing Sabore’s Well a sustainable and frugal solution for
their hot water shower problem.

Figure 2. Naretu Academy’s Bathroom. Image of building, Naretu Academy’s bathroom, which
is where the Sunny-Side Solutions’ system will be located [7].
In addition to the human customer for this product, part of the final decision making was done
with consideration of the location in which this product will be used. As Kenya lies on the
equator, it is considered to have a tropical climate; however, there are large regional climate
variations due to factors like altitude. Kenya's daytime temperatures average between 20 °C and
28 °C, but it is warmer on the coast [8]. The coast is hot and humid all year round, but the heat is
3

tempered by the monsoon winds. Kenya experiences both a dry and wet season, meaning that the
dry season consists of the colder months (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Average Temperature and Rainfall in Kenya Infographic. Temperature and rainfall
recorded in Kenya near the Maasai community in Narok, showing that temperatures do not
fluctuate much throughout the year, but that rainfall is a factor that will impact the system [8].
Kenya’s dry season–June, July, August, September, and October–consists of the coldest months
of the year with morning temperature averaging to about 10 ˚C [9]. Daytime temperatures vary
given geographical location. Lower elevation regions, more coastal, average to 27.8 °C, and
higher altitude regions, more mountainous, average to 22.8 °C [9]. There is not much rain during
this time, making the dry season the least humid. During the wet season, daytime temperatures
are between 24 °C and 27 °C at higher altitudes. At lower altitudes daytime temperatures are
more consistent and hover around 30 °C [9]. From December to April, the humidity is intense
near the coastal areas. Specifically, during the wet season months, the ambient temperatures will
be sufficient in aiding the heating of the water. Moreover, Kenya is known to have no real
summer and no real winter, maintaining a relatively average temperature fluctuation year-round.
Given this, the location of this system will not highly impact the overall performance (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. World Photovoltaic Power Potential (PVOUT). World map showing every country’s
photovoltaic power potential in kWh/kWp. This infographic shows that Kenya and California are
in the similar range of PVOUT as well as points out each location’s general distance from the
equator, the red line [10].
As recorded by SolarGIS, Kenya, on average, receives around 4.4 to 4.8 kWh/kWp on average
through the day, which correlates to about 1607 to 1753 kWh/kWp per year [10]. Shown in the
figure above, the west coast of the United States of America receives a very similar amount of
photovoltaic power potential as Kenya. This amount of solar irradiation is relatively high
compared to other locations in the world, demonstrating that using solar power or solar energy of
some sort would be beneficial for a sustainable and frugal hot water shower system. Being able
to understand the environment and community in which this project is being implemented was an
integral part of the designing process.

1.3 Literature Review
The team spent the beginning of their design process researching existing products on the market
that mimic the goal of their project. By gathering information on how existing heating and
pumping solutions work, the team was able to gain a greater perspective on how they wanted to
achieve the goal of their project.

5

1.3.1 Existing Solar Water Heating Solutions
There are a number of water heating methods that can be found on the market, however, there
are not as many water heating solutions that are designed using frugal ideals. Therefore,
researching a frugal water heating method was a priority. Additional research involved finding
solutions that were robust, reliable, and easily replicated for further expansion in the future.
1.3.1.1 Solar Batch Water Heater
While conducting market research, there were a plethora of different solar batch water heater
designs. Some designs featured procured materials while other designs emphasized recycled
materials and reusing existing products. Choosing to research a recycled design proved to be
more beneficial both economically and environmentally. One of the solar batch water heaters
using recycled materials, from a sustainable living online magazine, featured an old hot water
heater stripped of all its fittings and painted black, incorporated plywood, copper steel piping,
and a glass panel as a convection cover. The configuration of the water heater took the shape of a
trapezoid with two sheets of plywood to increase its strength as well as to better angle light onto
the bottom of the tank [11]. An image of this heating solution can be found in Figure 5 below.
The manufacturability of a solar batch water heater would not be difficult. This design is
excellent for a project with limited funding and labor.
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Figure 5. Solar Batch Water Heater. In this image is a system level schematic along with the
fully built system. [11].
This affordable and sustainable solar batch water heater reaches temperatures that are more than
desirable for shower use, above 50 °C. As previously stated, having a frugal design is a goal of
the Sunny-Side Solutions project and this solar batch water heater would ensure its alignment
with this goal. While this existing design resonated with many of the project’s goals, this
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particular batch water heater design’s report had no mention of how the hot water would be
transported through the system. Considering that gravity may not provide enough force to move
the water throughout the system, pumping power would be a necessity. By integrating a
mechanical or electrical pump, with energy harnessed through a solar panel, this design served as
a potential solution for the Maasai community.
1.3.1.2 Solar Glass Batch Water Heater
Another solar batch heater design was found for water heating in developing countries. This
glass solar collector features insulation, water storage, convection covering, and an absorber to
aid in the heating process [12]. Below is a schematic of the batch heater (Figure 6).
Absorber & prevents the
bladder from bulging
Insulation
Air channel for
greenhouse effect
Glass transparent to UV and
sunlight
~
Inner casing

Bladder reservoir containing
water

Figure 6. Solar Glass Batch Water Heater. Schematic of a frugal solar collector designed for
developing countries [12].
This batch water heater was designed for a community in Guatemala. This design was capable of
heating the water to a temperature of 40 °C, and closely maintained this temperature over a
period of roughly three hours using the insulation. This design was just a prototype but proved to
be very promising with further research and development. The total cost to build the system was
roughly between $224 and $234.
1.3.1.3 Immersion Water Heater
There are multiple ways to design a solar water heater. However, it is paramount to ensure that
the water heater design is suitable for the environment it will be implemented in. One water
heating technique for developing countries found while researching was an immersion water
heater implemented in Bahrain [13]. This design featured a cylindrical glass tube which encases
copper coils that transport the water and act as collectors (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Immersion Water Heater. Enclosed in glass cylindrical tube system and schematic
[13].
Hussain Al-Madani studied this design and found that the system was able to heat the water to a
temperature of roughly 27 °C. The total cost of manufacturing the batch system was set to be
$318. Integration of a storage component would greatly enhance this design. The storage tank
would have to be thermally insulated ensuring that the hot water can stay at a high temperature
for longer periods of time. Another improvement that can be made to this design is the
temperature threshold. The current design temperature is lower than human body temperature
which could lead to discomfort from the user.
1.3.1.4 Solar Pool Heater
In addition to researching different designs for water heating solutions in developing countries,
understanding how solar water heating is done domestically was equally important. Specifically,
it was crucial to research the technology used for heating pools via solar panels.
Using panels to absorb the sun’s heat was found as a common method for increasing the
temperature of water. The system begins by pumping cold water from the pool to the solar
collectors on the roof. On the roof, heat is collected from the sunlight. Water slowly travels
through the solar collectors, as pictured in Figure 8 below, and is heated.

8

Figure 8. Solar Pool Heater. A system schematic of solar collectors used to heat a pool [14].
The water is first circulated through the filter from the pool. Then the water is pumped to the
solar collector until it is full. The water is then fed back into the pool through a conventional
pool heater. Due to the popularity of this heating mechanism there is a lot of research outlining
the intricate details of the system, however this application is not a frugal solution. On the
market, a pool solar heating kit has a starting price of roughly $2,000 [14]. In order to improve
this design for our project, it is possible to design a similar concept: drip irrigation. This adapted
solution could achieve the same outcome but without the expensive technology. The solar
collectors could be replaced with drip irrigation tubing assembled in a similar formation as the
solar collector. By re-engineering the solar pool heater, this solution could be viable for
implementation at the Maasai school.
1.3.2 Practicable Pumping Solutions
Due to the scope of the project, research was conducted for various types of pumps currently
available on the market that would serve different purposes within the solar water heating
system. More specifically, research on pumping solutions for water circulation and shower head
pressurization that were also reliable and economically feasible.
1.3.2.1 Foot Pump
A more affordable water pump that was researched was the Helio portable pressure pump
(Figure 9) [15].

9

Figure 9. Helio Portable Pressure Pump. This pump is mainly for outdoor/camping use and is a
fully mechanical solution to pressurizing a shower head [15].
This device was specifically designed for frequent campers to use when out on prolonged
adventures where there is limited access to certain commodities like showers, restrooms, etc.
[15]. In order to use the pump, one first must fill the main body of the device with water. The
inflatable portion is part water and part air. To operate the system, the user must increase the
pressure inside of the inflatable body using a foot pump. This pressurized vessel is ideal for a
portable shower use because it is convenient and easy to operate. The operator also has the
ability to control the amount of water and subsequent flow rate at which it comes out. This
portable shower retails for roughly $100 [15].
Although the pump cannot directly be implemented into the solar collector system, the
mechanics used to design the system are very simplistic. The driving force behind incorporating
said device into the Sunny-Side Solutions solar water heating system was its ability to pressurize
a shower head with minimal inputs at a low cost. Due to the change in scope of the project which
meant no longer focusing on a control mechanism at the shower head, this pump was no longer
pursued. However, it is possible to use the same concept and design a pressurized pipe capable of
connecting to a shower head and foot pump. This pump would not be appropriate for use as a
way to cycle water through the solar water collector because of its simplicity and overall
mechanics. Instead, this pump would serve a better purpose as a way for the user to pressurize
the shower head for shower use after the heated water has been transferred to a tank above the
shower stall. The team decided not to go with the foot pump as the scope of the project changed
and were, instead, focusing on the operation and enhancement of the solar water heater itself and
no longer on the control mechanisms at the shower head.
10

1.3.2.2 Peristaltic Pump
Another very popular pump used in areas such as the medical industry in order to move liquids is
the peristaltic pump displayed in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Peristaltic Pump. This pump is typically used to transport chemicals at a very low
flow rate [16].
Therefore, because water needed to flow through the solar collector at a decreased rate, the
peristaltic pump was a perfect candidate. Usually operating at extremely low flow rates — with
some pumps having the ability to get as low as 2.3x10^-5 GPM — peristaltic pumps are largely
used to dispense or transfer substances that need to stay at high purity levels [17]. The reason
these pumps are preferred for applications in which the least number of contaminants are
introduced into the substance is because the pump never makes contact with the fluid that is
being pumped as it is confined by the tubing. This contamination free process is the result of
rollers which are connected to the pump head which run over the flexible tubing which creates a
specific flow rate.
The peristaltic pump allows the user to have a high level of control over the flow rate going
through the tubing which translates to a heightened level of precision over its competitors. This
means that the flow running through the solar collector piping could be adjusted accordingly so
the water could spend more time in the piping and achieve a much higher temperature by the
time it ends its cycle. The cost of maintenance like the cleaning or replacement of valves, seals,
etc. is greatly reduced because the peristaltic pump is never in contact with the actual fluid. For a
rural community such as the Maasai in Kenya who may not have easy access to these materials,
the reduced maintenance proves to be a benefit as they do not have to go to extreme lengths
frequently to fix the system. The only part that would require more consistent cleaning is the
tubing itself, which can be easily replaced due to its wide availability meaning the system will
not spend a large amount of time not operating due to a repair.
11

Some more advantages this pump has over others is its ability to start drawing fluid from a dry
start as well as prevent backflow into the system. The greatest disadvantage to this pump,
however, is its price. A metering pump for chemicals with our desired inner diameter of ½”
while also maintaining a low flow rate of 1.7 GPM would cost $639.09 [16]. The cost of the
pump is more than double what is required to purchase the materials, $339.93 in total, needed to
build the rest of the system and would not fall within the frugal requirements of the project.
1.3.2.3 Circulation Pump for Water
When conducting research for water pumps currently available on the market, manufactured
circulation pumps proved to be among the most common for applications involving the
movement of gases or liquids at relatively low flow rates. For comparison purposes, the
McMaster-Carr Circulation Pump for water was analyzed (Figure 11) [18].

Figure 11. McMaster-Carr Circulation Water Pump. This pump (model #: 8249K49) is typically
used to circulate water within a household [18].
This design is relatively standardized and trusted by many as it is the most popular on McMasterCarr so it is guaranteed to be long lasting. As a result, if a failure were to occur within the pump
itself, it would be relatively easy to obtain the necessary parts to fix it or buy a new pump all
together because of its availability. This was beneficial for testing purposes in the United States.
However, since McMaster-Carr is a United States based company, shipment to some
international locations may not be possible, including parts of Africa. Nonetheless, this does not
mean it is not impossible, the customer would have to deal with the added step of contracting a
US forwarding service to obtain their order.
Circulation pumps serve as a reliable and efficient way to move water; however, it is not the
cheapest. The pump’s dependence on a constant power supply of 120 V AC to 240 V AC is one
of the downsides to using this product over other pump types [18]. Solar panels will serve as the
power source for the pump in Kenya. If the solar panels are not able to store or receive adequate
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solar energy, then the pump would suffer interruption and would be impossible to operate any
other way. Consequently, the water flow through the solar collector piping would stop, not
allowing the water to properly heat up. As a result, the team also researched more mechanically
powered pumping options as opposed to just relying on electricity to power the pump. When
thinking about the user experience, a benefit from this type of pump is that it requires little to no
input from the user to get the water to circulate. Ultimately, the circulation pump was chosen
over other pumping options with information from Sabore’s Well that the pump would be
powered by a battery which would be collecting electrical power on a daily basis via a solar
panel.

1.4 Project Objectives
The main objective for Sunny-Side Solutions’ water heating and shower system is to heat up
water through the use of a solar collector to create a comfortable showering environment. Given
the number of teachers currently living on the Maasai school campus, the heating system needs
to heat up at least 30 Gal of water, the amount of water required for three showers with
intermittent use of water. The success for the heating mechanism will be marked by the system’s
ability to heat water up to a minimum temperature of 38 °C, and being within the range of 38-43
°C, in order to provide a comfortable and usable shower for the Maasai teachers. The ideal water
temperature is 41 °C. The final system will ideally have a user interface that automatically refills
itself from the cold-water supply once the system loses water to a shower. The system is
designed to run and circulate on its own, allowing for an easy and low-maintenance setup.
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2. System Requirements
As with all products that have a target customer, the product must satisfy the necessary
requirements and functions outlined by that customer. In this case, Sunny-Side Solutions’ system
is to meet certain requirements in order to satisfy Sabore’s Well as well as to prove its ability to
function. In addition to satisfying the customer, there are other requirements that this system
must meet, such as safety and preliminary design objectives.

2.1 Humanitarian Engineering Project Challenges
This project was founded with the help of Santa Clara University’s Frugal Innovation Hub. To
reiterate, the FIH is a school affiliated resource that is dedicated to engaging students in
humanitarian projects through the help of non-profit partnerships, such as Sabore’s Well. With
this, Sunny-Side Solutions understood the need to prioritize the frugal nature of their project and
thus designed their system around the following frugal engineering impacts [6]:
Human Centric - This project was designed to be human centric, meaning that the system would
tailor to the needs of the human as they are the sole user of the system. Specifically, the three
Maasai teachers represent the humans who inspired this project. Taking into account their needs,
the system was designed to best benefit their use of the system. The Maasai teachers, in addition
to the Maasai community, hold strong familial values that empower the community as a whole.
The water heating and pumping system aims to empower the teachers by providing them with a
hot shower after long days of teaching at the school. The team found motivation through
understanding the possible effects this system had to offer to the teachers, thus encouraging the
best possible design.
Simple - Another important aspect of this system is simplicity. The system is to be easily
functionable and maintainable by the people in the community. The system must be simple
enough that if maintenance were required, it would not call for professionals to fix. The system
consists of a generic design so that it can be replicated in different locations. Moreover, by using
standard components and a simple configuration, this system allows for a setup that requires
minimal technical expertise.
Local - It is important for this project to be considered local to the Maasai community. The
system is made up of components that can be locally found and sourced in the country. The work
done on the system is to be performed by locals in the community as well, in order to ensure that
the system can be maintained once implemented.
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Economic - The factor that sets this system apart from existing water heating products on the
market is its economic benefit. This project is made to be affordable for the developing
communities in need of a solution. The system itself does not require expensive components,
besides the solar panels to act as the source of power. The solar panels also serve an economic
benefit as it will be used to power the bathroom lighting as well.

2.2 Sabore’s Well’s Design Requirements
This water heating and shower system targets a customer base of non-profit organizations,
specifically in this case being Sabore’s Well. Non-profit organizations, such as Sabore’s Well,
have the capability to introduce and provide this solution to communities in need of hot water.
With the customer in mind, this system was designed to be frugal, sustainable, and replicable.
Frugality allows for an economic benefit in order to provide a cost-effective and appropriate
solution for the desired community. Sustainability, on the other hand, ensures that the system
will function and withstand its given conditions. Lastly, replicability guarantees that this system
can be reproduced in other communities that may be in need. Non-profit organizations look for
feasible solutions and have the access to introduce these new solutions into the market. Not only
does this project aim to benefit nonprofits, but also communities in need of a water heating
system. For this specific case, this system is to be implemented for Sabore’s Well in Narok,
Kenya, the home of the Maasai community. The community has access to clean water but they
need a solution to heat that water for shower purposes. This system seeks to provide
communities, similar to the Maasai community, with an applicable solution.
In order to understand how the system would best serve the customer, raw data needed to be
gathered. Customer needs were based on the requirements of Sabore’s Well. Sabore's Well
works directly with the Maasai community in Kenya. Data was gathered through interviews with
Therese Hjelm and Sabore Oyie. These interviews can be referenced in Appendix B. Therese is
located in the Bay Area and has traveled to Kenya numerous times for the organization. Therese
has a great deal of experience with travel in addition to her understanding of the different
cultures. On the other hand, Sabore is located in Kenya and has direct access to the Maasai
community. Sabore also possesses personal knowledge and perspective into what works best in
that specific environment. The data gathered from these interviews were translated into system
needs. Those needs are tabulated and displayed by importance in Table 1 below.
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Table 1. Priority Ranking of Customer Needs
Level 1 (High Priority)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Level 2 (Secondary Priority)

Heating of water to at least 38 ℃
Showerhead height of at least 7 ft
Output hot water supply of 30 gal
Built on top of shower area roof
Solar-powered
Operable in all weather conditions
Maintainable by locals (parts can be

●
●
●
●

Irrigation of gray water
Shower area lighting
Continuous water flow
Made up of all recyclable parts

sourced in country)
● Long-lasting

These customer needs demonstrate the baseline requirements that the system has to meet. The
team ensured to meet all of the Level 1 needs for this project in order to fulfill their customer’s
expectation.

2.3 Safety Mitigation
Addressing the safety requirements needed to construct and implement a project of this
magnitude was crucial. This section will discuss the hazards involved with the specific tasks,
hazard descriptions, and hazard control measures. Some of the hazards were grouped together as
they were for the same task and included common characteristics.
The first hazard to consider was construction and assembly. Assembling the entire solar heating
and pumping system meant building both the solar collector and the structure to house the solar
collector. An incorrect assembly could likely lead to not only failure but potential danger. The
assembly process in both Santa Clara and Kenya needed to be addressed. Therefore, to control
this hazard it was imperative to ensure the surroundings were clear of clutter and safe. If the
elevated surfaces needed to be reached for any reason, extreme caution must have been used.
Team members would reduce the risk of injury by not building or testing on the elevated surface
of the roof. Moreover, all the components on the elevated surfaces needed be secured with the
use of brackets. It was also necessary to secure all work materials to a stationary object while
working; and once completion of work on the system ceased then there needed to be a deenergizing of the complete system. In addition, when building, proper safety equipment needed
to be worn. Team members wore safety glasses, long pants, and closed toed shoes during the
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entire building process. All team members also ensured that they remained attentive and safe
throughout the duration.
Another hazard to consider was the use of power tools. Power tools were essential to building the
system and connecting necessary parts. Power tools had the potential hazards of being misused
thus causing injuries, and also if not careful, loose cords of power tools could also be dangerous
trip-hazards. To mitigate these hazards, the power tools needed to be used exactly as instructed
and the material needed to be secured and stationary. Tidiness and caution were also an absolute
necessity. The team were to follow the Mechanical Engineering Lab and Machine Shop Safety
Instructions when performing any tasks with the tools. Additionally, when working with power
tools, the hazard of sharp edges could arise. Sharp edges can also cause injuries when not
working cautiously. Therefore, sanding sharp edges and wearing protective gear to lower injury
risk to control this hazard was important.
Extreme caution and attention to detail are mitigation techniques that can be applied to a large
array of hazards. However, solely applying both to the electric hazards is not sufficient. With the
installation of a water circulation pump, potential electrical operating malfunctions, exposure to
wires, improper grounding, and shortages caused by water exposure were all hazards that needed
control measures. These control measures included the system being validated by a professional
to ensure all components and connections were properly routed, a system de-engerzing
mechanism, and encasing writing in metal piping to prevent electrocution of people or animals
and water damage.
Lastly, stored energy was a hazard that needed to be taken seriously. By having a circulation
pump, the movement of the water caused the generation of pressure. Too much pressure could
possibly cause disconnections and issues in the system. As compared to other hazards, deenergizing the system before attempting to make any alterations to the was crucial due to the
pressure build up. A few additional safety precautions were to ensure the system was designed
for a low power and low flow to see that high pressure would not need to be created, and testing
the pump before integrating into the system needed to take place.

2.4 Preliminary Designing
In addition to safety and customer needs, the team performed preliminary design exercises that
outlined how the system would function. The following sections cover the process in which the
team designed the system.
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2.4.1 Preliminary Full System Sketch
The team began their preliminary design process by sketching up ideas that incorporated the
heating and pumping mechanisms previously researched. Each team member drew up possible
designs for the project’s subsystems: heating, electrical, pumping, control, and the fully
integrated system. These design sketches can be found in Appendix D. The sketches are detailed
with the location of components as well as the connection types. This allowed for the team to
brainstorm and visualize all possibilities and configurations of how they intended their system to
run. The preliminary sketches provided basic concepts for each subsystem as well as the full
system that the team could later select or eliminate. An example of the preliminary final design
sketch is shown below in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Initial Integrated Full System Design. This does not represent the final design but
what the team had initially envisioned for the system. This system includes a cold and hot water
tank, thermosyphon, solar collector, pressure vessel, and angling support structure.
With this sketch along with the others, the team collectively decided on the most feasible design
options and moved forward to concept screening and scoring.
2.4.2 Concept Screening and Concept Scoring Matrices
The continuation of this design process was carried out through concept screening and concept
scoring matrices. These matrices can be found in Appendix D. The team first outlined the system
requirements based on the project’s scope and from there created specific design criterions for
the system to meet. The deliberation process began with screening and scoring for each
subsystem and for the integration of each subsystem. The team scored each design based on the
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following criteria: functionality, assembly, safety, cost effectiveness, maintenance, replicability
and material availability. The designs with the highest scores met the most criteria.
In order to be able to produce a desirable outcome for this project, the team eventually narrowed
their focus down to just the heating and pumping subsystems. The solar batch water heater and
drip irrigation tubing proved to meet the most design criteria out of all the heating concepts. As
for the pumping subsystem, the circulation pump and foot pump demonstrated the highest
results. The team did further research on each of these concepts in order to gain a deeper
understanding of the functionality and feasibility. The two heating concepts were then tested in
order to compare the heating efficiency of both designs. Through the various tests, the team
identified the solar batch water heater as the most ideal heating solution. On the other hand, the
circulation pump ended up being chosen for the pumping subsystem. Although the foot pump
maintained a more frugal approach, the circulation pump proved to be the more efficient solution
overall.
2.4.3 Final Preliminary Design
Through concept scoring, the team decided on a basic structure for their system, demonstrated in
Figure 13 below.
Cold Water
Tank

Hot Water
Tank

Shower

Solar
Collector

Figure 13. Schematic of Sunny-Side Solutions System. Preliminary design of the system, used for
prototyping purposes, showing cold and hot water tanks, a circulation pump, a solar collector,
and an outlet to a shower.
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Cold water is first supplied through the cold-water storage tank, then pumped through the solar
collector where it absorbs heat from the sun. The water will then enter into the hot water storage
tank. Once the hot water tank is filled, the system will recirculate that water until the desired
heating is achieved. This is the initial design concept that the team used for prototyping. With
this schematic, the team intended on testing various forms of the solar collector as well as
experimenting with the background connections and water tank placements. The design of this
system was further modified and improved through the building and prototyping process. The
team also developed a greater perspective on how to advance the system by performing
calculations and adding certain components.

2.5 Preliminary Testing
The preliminary tests were meant to help get a very basic level understanding of some elements
that would be used in the larger system once prototyping began. The first test was intended to
help with the idea generation process. By using simple material such as irrigation tubing, zip ties,
and adhesive, a small solar collector was made. The second test focused on choosing an
insulation material that could house the solar collector. The decision had to be made whether to
choose a black insulation material or a reflective insulation material. The sections below detail
the results of the preliminary testing.
2.5.1 Spiral Heating Method Testing
The goal of this test was to gain hands on experience while exploring an unconventional method
of heating water. This simple modular spiral design allowed for several of these to be chained
together. An image of the spiral configuration the team made can be found in Figure 14 below.
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Figure 14. Preliminary Spiral Test. Image of preliminary test done using the ½” irrigation
tubing, which the final system is made of, to see how efficiently it could heat up water with the
water static in the tubing. Additional details from this test can be found in Appendix K.
When testing, the team allowed for the water to sit in the coil for a span of approximately two
hours. Two tests were performed, the first one in the middle of the day and the second in the
evening. Tabulated testing results and specifications can be found in Appendix K. For the first
test, the temperature of the water inside the coil was able to heat up to 35.9 ˚C from an initial
temperature of 17.9 ˚C. The second test, on the other hand, heated up to a temperature of 20.9 ˚C
from an initial temperature of 22.4 ˚C. The second testing performed in the evening revealed a
significant drop in the water temperature. This was a result of no insulation. With this, the team
understood that this configuration would need some type of insulation in order to maximize the
efficiency of the heating. Difficulties were faced when trying to fill the entire spiral, possibly
causing some error in heating. This informed the team that the system would need a pump to
push water through the spiral configuration. As a whole, this test proved that using solar
irradiation will be sufficient to heat the water to the desired temperature.
2.5.2 Black vs. Aluminum Background Testing
The team also tested the difference between having a black backing versus a reflective backing
for insulation purposes. There was an initial concern that the reflective insulation would
misdirect the sunlight rather than absorbing it; however, testing proved otherwise. Testing was
done by placing two sections of irrigation tubing filled with water against each respective
insulation backing. Temperature values were taken using a hand thermometer at twenty-minute
time increments over a span of two hours. The water against the black backing ended with a final
temperature of 30.6 °C while the water against the reflective backing ended with a final
temperature of 30.5 °C. There was no significant difference in water temperature between the
two, meaning that the heating efficiency was the same regardless of the color of insulation. The
only major difference demonstrated was that the black backing felt hot to the touch while the
reflective backing remained relatively cool. The black backing would only prove beneficial if the
insulation in the system needed to retain some heat even after the sun went down. All in all, both
backings heated up the water at the same rate and neither proved better than the other.
As a whole, the preliminary testing performed allowed for the team to observe which design
components would work best in their system. Moreover, the team was able to get an initial
hands-on experience to further understand how the water would heat up.
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3. Subsystem Analysis
Once the basic outline of the system was drawn up from performing background research,
preliminary testing, and interviewing Sabore’s Well, a final design was built using components
of previous iterations and sticking with the goals of being simple, easy-to-use, and frugal. In
addition, amidst building and prototyping, calculations were simultaneously done in order to find
specific values of design characteristics that would ensure design constraints and customer needs
would be met. Since the system only works when the sun is present, there were many design
considerations regarding heating efficiency and effectiveness, but confidence was found by
designing the system based using the information from the following calculations. Outlined
below are the three main subsystems of the final design: the solar collector, the support structure,
and background components.

3.1 Solar Collector
Beginning with the solar collector, this is the core of the system and the subsystem that required
the most adjustments and iterations. The final system utilizes 180 ft (54.9 m) ½” HDPE irrigation
tubing that is spiraled to create a circle with a diameter of a little less than four feet (1.2 m). The
spiral is kept in place using ½” aluminum conduit straps, screwed into narrow wooden planks
(Figure 15).

Figure 15. Final Tested Prototype. It consists of a cold and hot water tank, a circulation pump,
180 ft (54.9 m) of ½” irrigation tubing, a wooden frame with foam insulation, and a check valve
to prevent backflow of heated water into the cold-water tank.
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This system succeeds in using materials that are relatively easy to access in Kenya, tools that any
layman could also use, and achieves the wanted outputs understanding the losses due to the
system not being fully optimized for Santa Clara. However, there were many smaller tests done
to get to this final design.
One such test was the stationary test. This was the first solar collector that was built and tested
(Figure 16).

Figure 16. Stationary Test. Test of heating mechanism with water at a standstill in 2” ABS
piping.
Shown in the figure above, the system consisted of 33 ft (10 m) of 2” black schedule 40
Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene (ABS) piping run in an ‘S’ shape, beginning and ending with a
tee joint to assist with recording temperature with the hand held thermometer. As a result of the
system having no circulation pump, the system was filled using a typical city pressurized garden
hose. Even though the hose was able to fill most of the piping at the bottom, due to gravity, it
was unable to fully fill the upper piping, which skewed results. Ideally, temperature would have
been recorded at the bottom tee joint as that was where the piping was completely full; however,
because it was completely full, with any pressure release, from opening the tee joint cap, waste
would flow out of the system. Thus, temperature was only taken at the upper tee joint. Over a
period of two hours, the temperature was collected in twenty-minute intervals for a final
temperature of 26.2 ˚C, which was only 5 ˚C higher than the initial cold-water temperature.
These poor results were attributed to the pipe diameter being too large, which meant a larger
distance between the water and the sun’s heat; temperature values being taken at the bottom tee
joint, which when emptying the piping, felt significantly warmer than the upper tee joint
temperature results.
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Given these results, something needed to change to ensure a larger temperature difference. One
way of ensuring a larger temperature difference would be to increase the length of the heat
exchanger, the piping.
3.1.1 Length of Solar Collector Piping
Heat transfer knowledge was used in order to gain a better understanding of the length of piping
required to heat the water to the desired temperature of 38 °C. Variables used in the calculations
include: inner and outer diameter of the piping, temperature at the inlet and outlet, specific heat
of water (𝑐𝑝 ) in [

𝐽

𝑘𝑔∗𝐾

], heat transfer from the sun, thermal conductivity of the piping and water

𝑊

𝑁∗𝑠

𝑘𝑔

(k) in [𝑚∗𝐾], viscosity (𝜇) in [ 𝑚2 ], mass flow rate in [ 𝑠 ], friction factor (f), Prandtl number (Pr),
Reynold’s number (Re), Nusselt’s number (Nu), the heat transfer coefficient (h) of the water and
𝑊

piping in [𝑚2 ∗𝐾], and the overall heat transfer coefficient (𝜓) [19]. The necessary length of piping
could be calculated using Equation 1.

𝐿=

(𝑇𝑜 −𝑇1 )∗𝑚′∗𝐶𝑝

(1)

𝐷𝑜 ∗𝑞"

After testing for different flow rates, it was found that at our desired mass flow rate of 0.059
kg/s, a length of 271 m would be required for one cycle of water to heat up to a temperature of
38 °C and is represented by the triangle on the blue line in Figure 17. The triangle on the blue
line of Figure 18 shows that for that same case, it would take about 10 minutes to heat up the
water to 38 °C.
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Figure 17. Length versus Mass Flow Rate. This is a graph of the linear relationship that exists
between the length of piping required to heat water to 38 °C and mass flow rate where the
dashed red line represents the case with heat loss and the blue line represents the case with no
heat loss consideration.
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Figure 18. Time versus Mass Flow Rate. This is a graph of the time required to heat up the
water up to 38°C with respect to flow rate where the blue line represents a case with no heat loss
consideration and the dashed red line represents the case with hot loss.
As an aside, the desired mass flow rate was obtained from measuring the average flow rate that
comes out of a shower head. Moving forward, the impact of heat loss on the overall length of the
piping required in the system became a concern. Thus, Equation 2 was used to calculate the new
length required with heat loss consideration.

𝐿 = 𝑚′ ∗ 𝐶𝑝 ∗ 𝜓 ∗ 𝑙𝑛 (

−𝑇1 +𝑇𝑚 +𝑞"∗𝐷𝑜 ∗𝜓

−𝑇𝑜 +𝑇𝑚 +𝑞"∗𝐷𝑜 ∗𝜓

)

(2)

It was found that at the same mass flow rate, the amount of piping required would increase to
275 m—represented by the black circle on the dashed red line in Figure 17— which is a
difference of 4 m. It would still take about 10 minutes—represented by the black circle on the
dashed red line in Figure 18—for the water to cycle once. Hence, it was determined that the
effects of the heat loss on the operation of our solar water heating system could be considered
negligible and would not cause any significant issues in getting the water up to 38 °C.
Additionally, the calculated length of 271 m was not used in the solar water heating system
because the bathroom’s roof was not large enough to support this amount of piping. The
calculations proved to be useful, however, in the understanding that as the length of piping was
shortened, the amount of time required to heat the water to the desired temperature would
increase.
Understanding that the length of the solar collector did in fact help with heating up the water,
another calculation was done to understand the effect pipe diameter has on the heating.
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3.1.2 Pipe Diameter
In order to find the optimal tubing diameter size for the system, the team performed a MATLAB
variable study that investigates the relationship between the inner diameter of tubing and the heat
transfer coefficient. This allowed for the team to observe the effects of their system
characteristics due to changing variables such as the diameter size. The heat transfer coefficient
in this analysis refers to how well heat is conducted. This study is a visualization of the heat
transfer calculations demonstrated in Section 3.2.2. Shown in Figure 19 below, there is a
decreasing exponential relationship between diameter of tubing and the heat transfer coefficient.
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Figure 19. Tube Diameter Variable Analysis. This plot demonstrates the relationship between
the heat transfer coefficient and inner diameter.
With a smaller inner diameter, the heat transfer coefficient proves greater. This emphasizes that
the smaller the diameter, the more heat is being transferred per unit area. On the other hand, as
the inner diameter increases, the efficiency of heating is reduced. The team used this information
to choose an optimal tubing diameter size of 0.0127 m (equivalent to ½”). This simulation study
helped to provide a greater understanding of the relationship between diameter size and heating
efficiency. Furthermore, the team was able to design their system more effectively based on the
results taken from the variable studies. The correlation demonstrated in the study above can also
be referenced in the experimental testing results.
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Using the calculations described as well as the difficulties with the stationary test, the next test
was the volumizing test where, in comparison to the previous solar collector, the system had ½”
irrigation piping, a rectangular configuration, an added circulation pump, and a transparent
shower curtain to trap heat (Figure 20).

Figure 20. Volumizing Test. This test aimed to increase the amount of water in the system, with
the rectangular shape, while circulating water through the piping and adding an insulating
cover.
This system fixed almost every obstacle the previous stationary test ran into; however, with the
aim to increase volume in the already existing rectangular box, the pump was not strong enough
to circulate the water through the system. As will be shown in Table 6, Section 3.3.1, 90 ˚ bends
in piping have the largest resistance coefficient, which means more resistance to water flow. The
pump selected worked for the scaled circulation test but it did not have enough pumping power
to go through as many 90 ˚ turns the volumizing test had in addition to gravity. However, the
results of this test, though it was a stationary test once again, showed that for sitting under full
sun for one hour, the water could heat up to 51.3 ˚C. This was the highest results of any of the
tests done for this project, even higher than the final system. This meant that the inclusion of the
insulating cover and the reduction of pipe diameter positively impacted the system results.
3.1.3 Insulation
One of the main solar water heating components is the insulation cover. It serves as the division
between the sun’s solar energy and the piping that sits within the frame of the solar water heater.
Hence, heat transfer calculations were conducted in order to figure out which insulation cover
material would work best at letting solar radiation into the frame while at the same time
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preventing heat from escaping. This was done using the radiation method and creating a heat
transfer resistance schematic of the piping, the film, and the surroundings as displayed in Figure
21 below [19].

_ 1_
A F 12

Figure 21. Heat transfer resistance schematic of the piping, insulation film, and surroundings
from left to right for a wavelength region above 1𝜇𝑚 where 𝜀1 is emissivity of the piping, 𝜀2 is
emissivity of the insulation material, 𝐴1 is surface area of the piping exposed to the sun, and
𝐴2 is the surface area of the box.
Now, without solar radiation, the Figure 21 schematic would just be a series connection of 5
resistors allowing for the heat transfer, Q net [W], to be evaluated by dividing the difference of
1

𝑊

𝐸𝑏1 and 𝐸𝑏3 [𝑚2 ] by the sum of the resistances [𝑚2 ]. The general equation for 𝐸𝑏 is Equation 3
where 𝜎 = 5.67 ∗ 10−8

𝑊
𝑚2 ∗𝐾4

is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant [19].

𝐸𝑏 = 𝜎 ∗ 𝑇 4

(3)
𝑊

Because solar radiation is being taken into account, 𝑞"𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 [𝑚2 ] needs to be treated as an
addition of energy into the 𝐽2 node furthest to the right in the Figure 21 schematic. This means
that Q can no longer be calculated as previously stated. Instead, 𝐽2 in units of Watts needs to be
evaluated in order to properly solve for the net heat transfer, Q. Hence, from the Figure 21
schematic and applying Kirchhoff’s current law at the 𝐽2 node, Equation 4 is derived.

𝐽2 =

𝜓
𝐸𝑏3 +𝑞"𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 ∗𝐴2 ∗𝜓𝑛𝑅 + 𝑛𝑅 𝐸𝑏1
𝜓𝐼

(4)

𝜓
1+ 𝑛𝑅
𝜓𝐼

Where,

𝜓𝑛𝑅 =
𝜓𝐼 =

1−𝜀1
𝜀 1 𝐴1

+

1

(5)

𝐴2 𝐹23

1
𝐴1 𝐹12

+2∗(

1−𝜀2
𝜀 2 𝐴2

)

(6)

Next, it needs to be understood that each material has a selective emissivity and that emissivity
value will differ at different wavelengths. This means that J will need to be solved for two
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separate wavelength regions, one for wavelengths below 1𝜇𝑚 and another for wavelengths above
1𝜇𝑚. For the region above 1𝜇𝑚, Equation 4 will be used. However, for the region below 1𝜇𝑚 a
new heat transfer resistor schematic, displayed in Figure 22, has to be used to solve for J and is
denoted as 𝐽1 in Equation 7.

'l-€ 1

_ 1_

,s1. ~

AF

12

Figure 22. Heat transfer resistor schematic for wavelength region below 1𝜇𝑚.

𝐽1 =

𝜓
𝐸𝑏2 +𝑞"𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 ∗𝐴2 ∗𝜓𝑅 + 𝑅 𝐸𝑏1
𝜓
𝐿

𝜓
1+ 𝑅
𝜓𝐿

(7)

Where,

𝜓𝑅 =
𝜓𝐿 =

1
𝐴1 𝐹12
1−𝜀1
𝜀 1 𝐴1

(8)
(9)

Hence, the schematic in Figure 22 represents the wavelength region below 1𝜇𝑚 in which the
insulation material is treated as completely transparent. Simply put, the surface of the insulation
material will not participate in the radiation heat transfer.
In order to solve for Equation 4 and 7, the 𝐸𝑏 ′𝑠 and 𝑞"𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 in each equation need to be multiplied
by a black body radiation fraction, 𝐹0→𝜆 , which is obtained from Table 12.2 in the
“Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer” textbook [19]. Depending on the wavelength region,
a different ratio of the black body radiation fraction will be multiplied into the 𝐸𝑏 ′𝑠 and 𝑞"𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 .
For the wavelength region below 1𝜇𝑚, the 𝐸𝑏 ′𝑠 and 𝑞"𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 will be multiplied by 𝐹0→𝜆 . For the
region above 1𝜇𝑚, the 𝐸𝑏 ′𝑠 and 𝑞"𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 will be multiplied by 1−𝐹0→𝜆 .
After 𝐽1 and 𝐽2 have been calculated, 𝑄1,𝑛𝑒𝑡 and 𝑄2,𝑛𝑒𝑡 can be calculated using Equation 10 and
11 derived from the schematics in Figure 22 and 21, respectively.

𝑄1,𝑛𝑒𝑡 =
𝑄2,𝑛𝑒𝑡 =

𝐽1 −𝐸𝑏3
1
𝐴1 𝐹12

𝐽2 −𝐸𝑏3
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1
𝐴2 𝐹23

(10)
(11)

Adding the values from Equation 10 and 11 together will result in the total net heat transfer, Q,
into the pipe. The two materials under consideration for the insulation cover of the solar water
heating system were clear plastic and glass. All of the relevant material values and dimensions
used to calculate Equations 4, 7, 10, and 11 have been tabulated in Table 2, 3, and 4.
Table 2. Table of Material Emissivity Values
ε
Plastic Insulation Cover, 𝜀2

0.94

Glass Insulation Cover, 𝜀2

0.92

Irrigation Tubing, 𝜀1

0.97

Table 3. Table of Ambient, Solar, and Piping Temperature
Temperature [K]
Ambient, 𝑇3

299

Solar, 𝑇2

5,778

Piping, 𝑇1

300

Table 4. Table of Relevant Surface Areas and Wavelength Values for Insulation Calculations
A1 [m2]

A2 [m2]

λ < 1𝜇𝑚

λ > 1𝜇𝑚

1.37

1.49

0.50

10.50
𝑊

The amount of solar radiation, 𝑞"𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 , coming into the surface was set as 1,000 𝑚2 or 1,486 W.
This means that the net heat transfer into the pipe will be smaller than the energy source, 1,486
W. When using the plastic insulation cover, the net heat transfer Q was found to be 801.7 W
which agrees with the previous statement. When using the glass insulation cover, Q was
calculated as being 801.8 W which also agrees with the previous statement.
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Taking a look at the two net heat transfer values, it can be seen that a difference of 0.1 W exists
between the two. This difference indicates that the glass insulation cover does a better job of
transferring heat to the pipe. Another benefit to the glass insulation cover is that the material is a
lot more long lasting than a plastic shower curtain that would be used as the plastic insulation
cover. Ultimately, the Sunny-Side Solutions team decided to go with plastic shower curtain as
the insulation cover because it is a lot cheaper to purchase and easier to obtain than a custom cut
glass insulation cover. A custom cut glass insulation cover costs $366.67 [20] — although the
price will vary depending on the manufacturer — whereas the same sized durable clear plastic
shower curtain will cost around $10. The negligible percent difference of 0.007 % in net heat
transfer between the two materials gave the team the added confidence to rule out the glass as an
insulation cover.
The conclusion made during testing and analysis was that smaller diameter piping, thicker
insulation covering, and circulating water were the components that would make the ideal solar
collector. Knowing that any angle in the system would work the pump too much, the final system
included the aforementioned benefits, as well as a smooth circular shape to ensure flow abilities.
Another part of the solar collector was testing with the system angled towards the sun and Earth's
equator.

3.2 System Support and Storage Structures
The system support structure focuses solely on the wooden frame that the solar collector resides
in. The final system (Figure 15) uses a ¾” (1.9 cm) thick, 4x4x0.5 ft (1.2x1.2x0.2 m) wooden
box along with 1” (2.5 cm) thick foam to line the wood. As shown from the stationary test and
the circulation test, there were multiple boxes made; however, each system was adapted to the
solar collector it contained. As such, there was no “ideal” sizing; but there was the constraint of
the bathroom roof size at Naretu Academy. Earlier tests were done with the system angled as
described, but the final system was generally tested flat to prepare for implementation in Kenya.
3.2.1 Solar Collector Angle
Preliminary testing results of possible heating mechanisms, showed that the angled, spiral
irrigation tubing heated up the water the fastest and highest compared to the other tests
conducted (Figure 14). As such, it was pertinent to include an angle for the next design iterations
in order to record temperature data that would correlate to being in Narok.
Every day and minute of the year, the Earth is angled differently in reference to the sun and the
Earth’s equator. This is one of the reasons why newer solar technologies are transitioning to
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rotating, angling, and revolving automatically instead of being fixed. As researched and recorded
by the National Lighting Product Information Program (NLPIP), by positioning a solar panel or
solar collector towards the equator at their location’s optimal angle, solar efficiency can be
increased by 10-40 % [21]. The exact percent increase depends on other environmental factors
like cloud cover and the amount of humidity in the air, but by calculating the optimal angle, a
system’s solar efficiency can be maximized. Research done by the U.S. Energy Information
Administration, led by Owen Comstock, directly correlates the solar panel angle, indicated as
Azimuth in the figure below (Figure 23), and the amount of energy produced for one kilowatt of
solar photovoltaic capacity [22].
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Figure 23. Comparative infographic of energy production of angled solar panels. The amount of
energy produced for 1 kW of solar PV capacity for four different solar 1.6 m2 panel
arrangements—tracking dual axis (upper-most data trend), tracking single axis (second to top),
no tracking tilted (second to bottom), no tracking flat (bottom-most data trend) [22].
The more dimensions added to the solar panel the more energy produced. Given the goal of
producing a simple and replicable design, the only panel arrangements considered for this project
are: no tracking, tilted and no tracking, flat. Especially in the colder months of the year, having
the system at an angle significantly increases the amount of energy produced [22]. These results
reinforce the findings of the NLPIP and provide evidence to further support this project’s future
testing results when comparing an angled iteration to a flat iteration.
For this project, the optimal fixed solar collector angle was calculated using the testing location’s
latitude and adding, in the wintertime, an additional 15 ˚ to value. This 15 ˚ is based on the
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maximum Azimuth angle at the peak of the summer and winter solstices, ±23 ˚ given the time of
year [21], and taking a conservative average of the fixed angle that would receive the most solar
radiation. Santa Clara’s latitude is 37.35 ˚ North of the equator [23]. Given that testing was
conducted during the wintertime, 15 ˚ was added to the latitude, resulting in a solar collector
angle of 52.35 ˚. This angle was then used to get leg lengths to stand up the prototypes for testing
(Figure 24) using basic trigonometry.

Figure 24. Angling the Solar Collector. Schematic used to calculate prototype leg lengths.
The research published by Mark Z. Jacobson and Vijaysinh Jadhav of Stanford University wrote
for the Official Journal of the International Solar Energy Society® [24], showing that as a
country’s latitude increases, the angle of the solar device must also increase to compensate for
the Earth's rotation. Their data showed that if a country is in the Northern Hemisphere, meaning
above the equator, as their latitude increases, their optimal solar device angle increases as well
[24]. Given this the angle of the solar collector will not be the same when implemented in
Kenya. Unlike Santa Clara, the village of Narok is located on the Earth’s equator. Therefore, the
angle of the solar collector when implemented in-country must be zero degrees, or normal to the
surface of the Earth.
Taking this into consideration, the later iterations of the solar collector were situated flat. While
this affected recording temperature values, it was important to test the system without an angle.
This would not only improve the flow of the system, ensuring that the pump used in Kenya could
be of a lower pumping power, but it also gave a more accurate experience to how building the
system would actually be. This will also be discussed with the system integration in Section 4.
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As for the storage structures, the focal point is the hot water tank as Sabore’s Well would be
providing a 1,000 L cold water tank for the team. Instead of testing with the full scale 100 L hot
water tank, a 10 Gal (38 L) insulated tank was used to supplement as shown in Figure 25. The
final hot water tank has one inlet, from the solar collector to the top of the hot water tank, and
two outlets, one to connect back to the main system to recirculate water and one to allow the user
to empty the tank for a shower. In addition, temperature data was taken using a submersible
temperature probe at the hot water tank. Earlier version of the hot water tank included a 5 Gal
(19 L) non-insulated black bucket and a 10 Gal insulated tank without the connection to the
shower user, but the beginning of designing the final hot water tank was to have the components
of being insulating, holding a larger volume, and simulation of providing the hot water to the
user.
3.2.2 Transient Heat Transfer Along Hot Water Tank
In order to achieve a greater understanding of how the water’s temperature would be affected
when sitting in the hot water tank, a set of calculations were performed to analyze transient heat
transfer along the length of the tank. These calculations began with a free body diagram (Figure
25), which was drawn to visually represent what forces will be affecting the tank.

L

T2

•

d

Figure 25. Transient Heat Free Body Diagram. This is a diagram of the hot water tank where T1
and T2 are the temperatures of the water and ambient temperature, respectively, d is the
diameter, L is the length, q is the heat transfer, and r1 and r2 are the inner and outer radii,
respectively.
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The theoretical analysis of the storage tank focuses primarily on the heat transfer, q, from the
water to the outside atmosphere through a steel container. Assumptions were made about the
water and temperature within the storage tank in order to conduct the thermal analysis—which
would provide insight as to how important thermal insulation would be on the hot water tank of
the solar water heating system. One assumption was that the water achieved a steady state
temperature within the container. The tank does not have a heating element inside of it, so there
was the assumption that there was no heat generation within the subsystem. Another assumption
𝑊

made was that the thermal conductivity, k [𝑚∗𝐾], was constant [19]. In terms of constrained
degrees of freedom, the assumption was made that the temperature would not be changing in the
z or Φ directions so the temperature would only serve as a function of r [m]. Figure 25 shows the
hot water tank free body diagram including all of the assumptions mentioned above.
Listed below are the equations used for the calculation of transient heat transfer along the height
of the storage tank [19].

𝑇 = 𝐶1 𝑙𝑛(𝑟) + 𝐶2
𝑞=

2𝜋𝑘𝐿
𝑙𝑛(𝑟2 /𝑟1 )

(𝑇1 − 𝑇2 )

(12)

(13)

T represents the temperature of the water in the tank while q represents the heat transfer. The
other variables are defined as follows: 𝑇∞ is the ambient temperature, k is the thermal
conductivity of the stainless-steel container, r is the radius of the tank, L is the length of the tank
and h represents the heat transfer coefficient of water. The diameter, wall thickness, material, and
length of the storage tank, as well as the ambient temperature and the temperature of the water
are known values.
In order to perform thermal calculations on the storage tank, certain assumptions were made to
further simplify the heat calculations and derive temperature as a function of the tank radius, r.
Simplification of the heat equation resulted in Equation 14 [19].

𝑞=

𝑇𝑜 −𝑇∞
𝑙𝑛(𝑟2 /𝑟1 )
1
1
+
+
2𝜋𝑟1 ℎ1 𝐿
2𝜋𝑘𝐴 𝐿
2𝜋𝑟2 ℎ2 𝐿

(14)

The convective heat transfer coefficient, h, of water and air is necessary to conduct these
calculations. The heat transfer coefficient for the air was determined by taking the average wind
𝑚

velocity in Kenya, 4.1 𝑠 . This correlated with a list of h values found in the textbook,
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𝑊

𝑊

Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer, which was 25 𝑚2𝐾. 1000 𝑚2 𝐾 was used instead as a
conservative value for the water’s heat transfer coefficient value [19]. The conservative value
was used in order to calculate the maximum temperature that could be lost.
Using Equation 14, the heat transfer, q, through the storage tank was calculated to be 1,719.11
W. When compared to power consumption of daily appliances, this value appears to be relatively
high. This is likely due to the lack of thermal insulation the design of the storage tank currently
has. For example, a smaller appliance like a ceiling fan draws about 120 W of energy whereas a
bigger appliance like a clothes dryer uses about 3,000 W of energy [25]. It is expected that the
value for the storage tank is a lot greater than the value for the ceiling fan while still sitting
below the clothes dryer value as the dryer draws an extreme amount of energy. That being said,
there is still a large amount of heat transferring through the storage tank which means that the
implementation of a thermal insulator on the tank is extremely necessary to reduce the energy
dissipated and keep the water hot for a longer period of time.
The heat transfer calculations were used to arrive at the final thermal values shown below in
Table 5. The location values represent the depth into the tank, where L is the bottom surface, in
units of meters, and the temperature is given in Kelvin.
Table 5. Hand Calculation Results of Temperature at Various Locations
Depth [m]

Temperature [K]

0.20

293.99

0.95

280.59

1.60

155.97

It is evident that the temperature decreases along with the increase in depth, meaning that the
water is hotter at the top as compared to the bottom. This is further analyzed in correspondence
with the thermal studies conducted, which will all be presented below.

3.3 Background Components
The final subsystem contains the most parts, but each is important to the function of the system.
Background components encompass the circulation pump, the connection piping, the check
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valve, and the couplings used to join everything together (Figure 15). While these are necessary
parts for the final system, they were not all there from the beginning. Initially, a scaled
circulation test was done to understand how the circulation pump worked and how to properly
connect components (Figure 26).

Figure 26. Scaled Circulation Test. This system was built to better understand the circulation
pump and how to properly connect the solar collector with the pump outlet and hot water tank
inlet.
By doing this initial testing, the team learned about the necessity of filling up the system with
water from the beginning of the test. Initially, the system was only filled with water via the coldwater tank, meaning the solar collector tubing was kept empty. However, a circulation pump
cannot function without water present at both its inlet and outlet. This became a key component
throughout testing as consistency was one of the main problems that arose.
3.3.1 Pumping Power
One of the design components of this system is to have the water constantly circulating until the
user needs to drain water from the hot water tank or until the sun is down. In order to accomplish
this a circulation pump was incorporated. To ensure that the appropriate pump was chosen,
calculations were down to find pumping power. At this point, calculations for optimal pipe
length had yet to be completed, so the process for finding the pumping power began with a flow
rate equivalent to that of an average shower, discussed in the product specs earlier as roughly
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0.13

𝑘𝑔
𝑠

, and using excel to input multiple piping lengths. The guiding equations for this section

are shown below.
𝑉2

𝐿

ℎ = 𝑓( )( )
𝐷
2𝑔

(15)

𝛥𝑃 = ℎ𝜌𝑔

(16)

𝐼

𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 =

𝑉𝛥𝑃

(17)

𝜌

In Equation 15, f is the unitless friction factor, L is the length of tubing in meters [m], DI is the
inner diameter of the tubing in meters, m, V is the water velocity in meters per second, m/s, and g
𝑚

if the gravity constant in meters per second squared, 2 . In Equation 16, h is the head loss, found
𝑠

using Equation 15, in meters, m, ρ is the density of water at 20 °C in kilograms per meter cubed,
𝑘𝑔
𝑚3

, and g is gravity [26]. In Equation 17, V is the flow velocity, ΔP is the change in pressure in

Pascals, Pa, and ρ is the density of water.
Pumping power was found by completing the following steps. First, derived from the design
𝑚

criteria, a flow rate (V) of 0.0298 𝑠 , an inner pipe diameter (DI) of 12.7 mm (0.5 in), a water
𝑘𝑔

density (ρ) of 999 𝑚3 , and a dynamic viscosity (μ) of 0.00132

𝑁−𝑠
𝑚2

. Reynold’s number was found

(Eqn 18) for varying pipe lengths beginning with 20 m and ending at 140 m. This range was
arbitrarily chosen understanding that the ideal length of piping would be within this range given
the volume needed within the actual piping, rather than the hot water storage tank. The exact
dynamic viscosity of the water was found by plotting typical values of water temperature to
dynamic viscosity.

𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑣𝐷𝐼
𝜇

(18)

If the resulting Reynold’s number was laminar, Equation 18 was used, but if the Reynold’s
number was in the transition range or turbulent the Moody Chart, shown in Figure 27 was used.

𝑓=

64
𝑅𝑒

(19)

To find the friction factor, relative roughness was needed, which is the pipe material’s
roughness, ε, divided by the nominal pipe diameter, DI. All except the fourth prototype used
plastic piping, which correlated to an absolute roughness of 0.0015 mm (±60%) [26]. The rubber
garden hose used for the fourth iteration had a roughness of 0.01 mm (±60%) [26].
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Figure 27. Moody Chart. Turbulent friction factor was found using Reynolds number and the
relative pipe roughness of 0.01 [26].
After calculating the friction factor, mass flow rate was found using Equation 20. In this
equation, V is the flow velocity, DI is the inner diameter, and A is the cross-sectional area for the
piping.

𝑚 = 𝑉(0.5𝐷𝐼 )𝐴

(20)

With all of the variables found to solve for the guiding equations, the head loss, pressure
difference, and pumping power, could easily be established. Next, for each prototype, a series of
data was created for varying lengths of piping. From these calculations, the team could plug in a
length to find what the optimal pumping power and minimum head would need to be for any
given piping system. One of the biggest assumptions made while conducting these calculations
was that the length of piping was straight with no additional friction added due to kinks, angles,
or slopes in the piping. Realistically, with every change from the straight path, there is added
friction against the pump, requiring more pumping power and increasing the head. As shown in
Table 6, different pipe joints and angles have an effect on the resistance coefficient, k. Had this
conclusion been made earlier on in the building process, unforeseen circulation inconsistencies
with the fourth prototype, in particular, may have been avoided.
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Table 6. Table of Resistance Coefficients (k). Includes fully open valves and elbows, showing
that systems with angled piping will create more friction against the flow of water, increasing the
amount of head loss the system must overcome. Original table from Fluid Mechanics by Frank
M. White published by McGraw-Hill Education [26]
Component

½”

1”

2”

4”

Globe Valve

14

8.2

6.9

5.7

Gate Valve

0.30

0.24

0.16

0.11

Swing Check Valve

5.1

2.9

2.1

2.0

45° Regular Elbow

0.39

0.32

0.30

0.29

90° Regular Elbow

2.0

1.5

0.95

0.64

180° Regular Elbow

2.0

1.5

0.95

0.64

The pump for testing (Figure 28) was chosen conservatively to be more powerful than what the
system may realistically need. There were no tested systems, of any length, that had a pumping
power greater than 10 W.

Figure 28. Final Pump Selection. Pump chosen for testing based on ability to overcome a head
of 6m and having a variable flow output. Pump Specs and other technical details can be found in
Appendix I [27].
This in turn helped overcome design errors or efficiency losses that weren’t represented in the
theoretical calculations. In addition, given that the solar collector in Kenya will be lying flat on
the ground, the amount of gravitational force the pump will need to move against is greatly
reduced. To quantify how much the system’s pump efficiency could improve by taking into
account efficient building, reduced losses, and a zero-degree angle, pumping curves were
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produced comparing experimental data and the pre-purchased pump specs. These will be detailed
in the analysis section of the system integration, Section 4.
In addition to filling all piping up with water from the beginning, the team also better understood
how leaks affect the flow of water as well. Water pressure is strong and as a fluid moves to a
location of low pressure unless an opposing force is present. In the final system, these opposing
forces were silicone sealant, liquid rubber, rubber gaskets, and plumber’s tape, but it was through
the scaled circulation test as well as meeting with a plumber that alerted the team to these
necessary solutions.
On top of these methods of controlling water flow, a check valve and shut off valve were used to
assist in preventing backflow into the cold-water tank. By following air bubbles in the, then
clear, tubing testing showed that water wasn’t always flowing in the expected direction. The air
bubbles would run towards the hot water tank or back up to the cold-water tank, which are both
opposite of the pump inlet (Figure 25). To solve this a shut off water was placed at the outlet of
the cold-water tank. This gives the user full control over when new cold water enters the system
and when to close the connection between the system and the cold-water tank. The addition of
the check valve was pertinent as it was placed right after the connection tee joint between the
cold-water tank, hot water tank, and pump inlet. The check valve functions like a one-way street.
Water is only able to flow in the direction that pushed the swing check valve ‘door’ open and not
the other way.

3.4 Component Uncertainties
Throughout the prototyping and iterating process of this project, a lot was learned about ways to
make building more efficient, prevent future connection problems, and target failure points in
each system. The information and knowledge gathered then, is what comprises the Sunny-Side
Solutions’ main random and system uncertainties [28].
Beginning with the random errors analyzed in the final system, though many of these points
apply to previous iterations as well, which can be summarized as system leaking, non-optimal
solar collector angling, and inappropriate connection types. Since the second prototype, the
Sunny-Side Solutions system had difficulty with leaking at both the pump inlet and outlet, as
shown below with the first pump purchased for testing (Figure 29) [29].
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Figure 29. Water Loss due to Leaking Pump. Image of the first pump used for testing showing
leaking at both the pump inlet and outlet, which created losses of pressure and system efficiency.
Due to the water loss at these locations, the system would inaccurately heat up the water. As
volume dropped the temperature difference increased proportionally. Comparing the results from
earlier prototypes to the final system, there is a difference of temperature difference, which could
conclude that the final system wasn’t as efficient. However, since the final system didn’t have
pump leaking, the amount of water in the system stayed much more constant, thus meaning a
larger volume of water needed to be heated overall.
In addition to leaking at the pump, there were also smaller leaks at the outlets for the hot water
tank. Initially, leaking was prevented by applying silicone sealant as well as rubber gaskets, but
this didn’t hold back all of the built-up water pressure (Figure 30). Leaks, the size of pinholes
continued to permeate through the sealant.

Figure 30. Sealing Hot Water Tank Outlets. Example of how the insulated hot water tank outlet
was sealed, using silicon and rubber gaskets between the inside and outside of the tank.
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This was one leak problem that couldn’t be fully solved for the final iteration, meaning that these
leaks became random uncertainty components for the final results. By having a leak in a closed
system, pressure is lost and function is sacrificed. For analogy, a leak at the hot water tank outlet
is like a pin prick hole of a bike tire. It may not affect the function immediately, but after some
time what’s left is a flat tire and inability to continue using the bike.
Next are the system uncertainties, which include the temperature recording device and the pumps
used for circulating water through the system. The submersible thermometer used for data
collection was the Zacro LCD Digital Aquarium Thermometer Fish Tank Water Terrarium
Temperature probe (Figure 31), which has a temperature range of -50 ˚C to 70 ˚C.

Figure 31. Submersible Temperature Probe. The Zacro LCD Digital Aquarium Thermometer
Fish Tank Water Terrarium Temperature probe was used to gather data from the insulated hot
water tank [30].
The operation temperature range is -10 to 50 ˚C. The ambient air temperature the final system
was tested in, was no higher than 25 ˚C and lo lower than 19 ˚C. Zacro provided data that the
temperature reading would be no more than +/- one degree, in either Celsius or Fahrenheit, from
the displayed values. Given that all of the temperature differences recorded for the final testing
were much larger than one degree, there is no significant uncertainty that would disqualify the
results found. Thus, the systematic uncertainty for testing did not heavily contribute to the
overall error of the system.
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4. System Integration and Test Results
Combining all of the subsystems, the final integrated design was reached (Figure 32).

Figure 32. Reiterated Final System. The fifth iteration and the final testing design that builds off
of what worked really well in previous testing and fixing details like leaking, backflow, and
piping type.
To summarize, the final design incorporates a check valve between the cold water tank and the
circulation pump was added to ensure that there was no backflow of heated water into the cold
water tank, as well as different piping connections to ensure compatibility with the new valve
component and to help prevent possible leakage.

4.1 Experimental Method
Like previous testing procedures, the fifth iteration was tested in full sunlight with testing
beginning around 10:00 am and ending around 3:00 pm. Once again, temperature was recorded
using the submersible fish tank thermometer and placing it into the insulated hot water bucket.
The pump was plugged into a typical 120 V wall outlet, which reassured the team that this
system could easily work with the solar panels at Naretu Academy that already had enough
power to pull water from the underground wells. The hot water tank sat on the ground, reducing
the height the heated water from the solar collector had to overcome. The cold-water tank was
placed on a 3.25 ft tall table to ensure that the cold-water tank water level would always be
significantly higher than the hot water tank’s water level.
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The system was filled up by opening the cold-water tank spigot initially, but was supplemented
by connecting a garden hose to the pump to ensure that all the piping and the hot water tank was
fully filled before we turned on the pump. Once the water consistently flowed, the first
temperature value was taken and testing began. Temperature values were taken in 20 minutes
intervals, initially, switching over to 10 minute intervals after a little bit.
4.1.2 Methods to Optimize System
The final system was chosen for a variety of reasons, two of which being the time constraint of
traveling at the end of March of 2020 and the outbreak of Covid-19. These two factors prevented
the Sunny-Side Solutions team from traveling to Kenya to rebuild the system and troubleshoot
any unforeseen environmental or in-country problems. In addition, they prevented additional
optimization and testing that would have occurred after traveling to the academy. Design
optimization work includes finding a practical replacement for the wooden frame, testing a
method of connecting the cold and hot water tank, and inserting an automatic shut off valve
between the hot water tank and the circulation pump.
As previously stated, Kenya does not have an inexpensive or readily available source for wood.
This poses the problem of finding a wood replacement that can still structurally support the spiral
piping, prevent heat loss to the environment (via direct contact with the bathroom roof and open
air), and be simple to use and build with. A solution that does all of these things at once is
difficult. A metal box frame would be easier to gather materials for and it would allow for the
insertion of insulation on all sides; however, the building process would be significantly more
difficult and more technical than using a wooden frame. Another option would be to forgo the
insulation cover and instead focus on finding solutions just to support the irrigation piping.
While testing proved an insulation cover maintained pipe temperature better, research on existing
solar heaters also shows that the heating process isn’t inhibited without a cover. This would
make the building process much simpler as well.
Solutions for just supporting the spiral-shaped piping include zip-ties, woven rope, and utilizing
smaller sticks of wood to bracket down the piping. Of these suggestions, zip-ties are the easiest,
but also least durable and sustainable. Weaving together the piping would be sustainable, but in
order to maintain stability, doing so may also reduce contact between the sun and the piping. The
metal brackets would be the most supportive, most durable, and would still be relatively simple
to build using a power drill. The team is suggesting to Sabore’s to test the latter design for
building if wooden boards prove too difficult to purchase.
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The next item that would need further testing is the automation of the system involving
automatic shut-off valves, connecting the hot and cold water tanks, and ensuring the pump
impaler doesn’t intake any air while the hot water tank is being drained. Before the shelter in
place order was announced, the team tested a timed hose valve (Figure 33) to see if that was a
plausible method of preventing water flow as the hot water tank was emptied. Preventing
circulation as the hot water tank is being emptied would ensure that additional air would not be
introduced into the system, which could damage the circulating pump.

Figure 33. Timed Automatic Shut Off Valve. Image of a timed hose shut off valve that is
suggested to control the water flow from the cold water tank into the system. This is, in part, to
replace the manual spigot used during testing and also to control filling up the hot water tank
initially [31].
If two timers are synced, one placed before the inlet to the hot water tank and one placed after
the outlet of the hot water tank, then air could be prevented from reaching the pump inlet. In
addition to this, ideally the pump would also automatically turn off with the timers. This would
prevent any damage to the actual pump. This could be done by connecting the shut off valves to
the solar panel control system. However, these connections and control devices would need to be
tested for feasibility. Ultimately, adding an automated component will allow for a more
convenient and effective system for the Maasai community to use.

4.2 Integrated System Results
The final system was tested three times, with only the final test resulting in significant data. This
is shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Final System Test Results. Summary of all testing done with the fight and final
iteration. Testing took place over a single day, though ideally additional set-up and running tests
would have been performed given additional time. Discussion and analysis will be done using
Successful Testing #1 results.
The failed testings were the result of the system not being fully filled with water initially as well
as the piping having an on-off valve that wasn’t initially noted as open or closed. The successful
testing, however, was able to reach a temperature of 30.8 °C, which meant a temperature
increase of 5.5 °C over a period of 90 minutes. This is visually shown in Figure 35, below.
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Figure 35. Theoretical Comparison of Final Test Results. Plot of successful final prototype
testing results showed that the maximum temperature reached was 30.8 °C, a difference of 5.5
°C over 90 minutes. The red line indicates the theoretical final temperature (43.1 ˚C) if the
system were optimally angled allowing for direct comparison to how the system would perform
in Kenya.
For this test, lower temperature values were expected given that the solar collector was lying flat
on the ground. But, if the collector were angled accurately towards the sun and Earth’s equator,
then solar efficiency would have increased by 40 %. Therefore, if this efficiency were added
back into the system, the final temperature could theoretically be closer to 43.1 °C, which
correlates to a temperature difference of 17.8 °C (Figure 35). In addition to this, another
reasoning for lower testing results were due to ambient and environmental conditions being
poorer than previous testing days. In an effort to stay consistent between testing days, the team
aimed to test each system midday, at 12:00 pm; however, even meeting ahead of time wouldn’t
prevent unforeseen consistency errors or building flaws. On the day the final prototype was
tested, noon passed and the time testing began was a little before 2:30 pm. This delay in testing
meant that less data was recorded (at 4:00 pm in the winter, the sun has reached a setting point
that is less effective for solar devices), and the optimal sun exposure wasn’t found. These were
not the experimental results expected or wanted for the final iteration; however, they can be
explained by environmental factors and the system set-up, as will be described in the following
analysis section.
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4.3 Integrated System Analysis
With an accelerated timeline to have the project done in time for traveling to Kenya, each system
adjustment tackled more than one problem. The minimum goal, to provide a working water
heater, as mentioned in ‘Project Objectives’, Section 1.4, was effectively accomplished with the
final iteration shown below (Figure 36).

Figure 36. Final System in CAD. Final system assembly using SolidWorks, excluding the
connection to the shower.
With a minimum temperature of 38 °C for the final system, the resulting temperature after almost
two hours being only 30.8 °C was less than satisfactory; however, as shown in Figure 35, had the
system been optimally titled, the water temperature would have theoretically reached 43.1 °C.
Even if the system didn’t achieve a 40 % solar efficiency from tilting, due to uncontrollable
externalities like cloud cover or starting the system with replenished water, the final theoretical
temperature could have gotten to 38 °C with at least 25 % solar efficiency from tilting. What this
emphasizes for the final design is that if this system were to be built anywhere off of the equator,
angling is crucial for successful implementation and results. Data from previous testing,
particularly the third iteration, also proves that if the system directly facing the sun, is well
insulated, and constantly running, heating up the water will not be a significant enough obstacle
to consider further adjusting the design of the solar collector once more before testing in Kenya.
This final prototype can be split up into three different subsystems—the solar heating
mechanism, the control mechanism, and the frame/support system—as detailed in the previous
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section. Analysis of these subsystems and the overall product performance will show areas of
needed improvement as well as points to highlight for Sabore’s Well for implementing in Kenya.
Further analysis of the final prototype includes checking if the system was as efficient as it could
be. It is inevitable that there will be losses each time this solar water heating system is built and
many of these are uncontrollable design system errors or building inconsistencies. However,
even if these cannot be prevented, the pump type and specs can be chosen to increase pump
efficiency. As previously discussed in Section 3.3.1, ‘Pumping Power’, a variable pump was
chosen to reach the head that our system would need to overcome 5.54 m, which correlated to a
pump with a maximum head of 6 m. The pump was utilized for all circulating prototypes;
however, given that each system was different, each system had its own ideal pump
specifications. Each system was thus plotted on a flow rate vs head loss graph comparing the
pump’s specifications to each system’s characteristics. The plot for the final prototype is shown
in Figure 37.
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Figure 37. Final System Pumping Curve. Plot for the final prototype where the length of piping
was the longest of the five iterations experimentally showing the correlation between length of
the system and the needed pumping power.
A pump curve for an efficient system would show an ‘X’ like trend where the prototype results
and the pump curve cross near the midpoint of each curve. The final prototype does not display
this. Thus, in order to ensure that the final design works with greater pump efficiency, Sabore’s
Well, and any other groups that builds this system, will need to purchase a pump with a smaller
flow rate than 7.93 GPM (30 L/min), and a head greater than, or equal to, 6 m. For comparison
purposes, the pump efficiency plot for the second iteration, the scaled prototype (Figure 38), is
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shown below proving that the pump previously purchased can work efficiently in the right
system.
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Figure 38. Scaled Circulation Test Pumping Curve. Plot for the scaled, second iteration showing
greater pump efficiency than the final prototype.
The scaled prototype produced an efficient pump curve due to the significantly smaller pressure
difference in the system, which was due to less piping. Thus, if the piping length increases then
the most optimal pump will also need to change to accommodate for the larger pressure
difference.
If this system were to be scaled up to operate for a greater number of showers or more shower
users, the pump, in addition to the solar collector, would need to adjust accordingly. In such a
situation, there would be two ways to address the change: additional pumps could be added to
the system or a larger pump could be purchased.
First, in order to make sure the system still flows consistently and efficiently, the same pump can
be utilized as with a single spiral, but more than one pump should be purchased. As shown in the
example figure below, the amount of head or flow rate a pump can run at can be adjusted when
another pump is added into the system in series (Figure 39).
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Figure 39. Scaling Up the System. Pumps in series increases the amount of head the system can
overcome and pumps in parallel increases the maximum flow rate of the pump component.
Given that a second spiral would increase the distance the water would need to flow through, the
pump head needs to be doubled. Thus, two pumps in series will double the amount of head the
system can overcome. This is a simple solution to scaling that incorporated the same pump, but
two of them instead of one. Another option is to simply find a different pump that can, by itself,
overcome the doubled head at the same flow as the original system. This would be the ideal
option if space was important to the larger system.
This final system meets all of the initial project objectives and customer needs as it functions.
The system can reach 38 ˚C after two or so hours when angled. It is made of easy to access, in
both Santa Clara and Kenya, materials and was built using only hand tools, i.e. saw, hammer,
power drill, etc. SolidWorks Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was performed on components like
the insulated hot water tank and the solar collector, but due to the limitations of the software with
fluids and the variety of unknowns that come with testing, results were inconclusive and didn’t
result in reasonable data. These results are briefly discussed in Appendix H. The proof of
concept was instead done through real life testing. From this the team was confident the system
could be built and used in other locations.
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5. Sunny-Side Solutions as a Sustainable Business
This section will cover possible obstacles and considerations if Sabore’s Well were to transform
this Sunny-Side Solutions system into a sustainable business. This will include the cost of the
project, including prototyping and intended travel plans, a structured business plan, which will
outline how to encourage external investment, and project impact, covering the S.S.S. system’s
positive and negative externalities.

5.1 Deliverable
Talking with Sabore’s Well, upon concluding that traveling would not be a possibility, brought
forth the suggestion of an instruction manual or building video. Thus, instead of traveling to
Kenya to build, an illustrated instruction manual (Figure 40) was drafted outlining the building
materials, process, as well as obstacles that may occur and their suggested solutions. The full,
detailed manual can be found in Appendix J and, since the publication of this paper, has been
sent to Sabore’s Well for feedback.
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Figure 40. Pictorial Instruction Manual. This manual contains all figures and no words to cross
language barriers.
As shown, this instruction manual focuses solely on the building of the solar collector as this is
the most intensive, detailed, and consistent section. The tank and background connections should
be adjusted for each location’s unique set-up. In addition, the use of words was avoided
emphasizing visual and numerical clues to how the collector should be built. This method was
chosen in order to overcome cultural, linguistic, and education obstacles.
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In addition to the instruction manual, a technical pamphlet (Figure 41) was drafted and sent to
Sabore’s Well (detailed in Appendix J) to answer and address design and building components
that couldn’t be done through images only.

Building and Testing : Troubleshooting
# 1: Preu~ntin g le.kin,: "ilh lh e pump
A : Use rubber gaskets at both the pump mlci and ou1lct to stop ronncc11on leak mg . If leaking 1s
occumng at the tank outle1.use hqu,d rubber sealant m add111onto gas.kers
#2: \\ altr is DOIno\\lng lhrougb tht S)Slent
A: Ensure p1p1ng1scomplc1cly full with water before tum mg on the pump. Also ensure that the

h01-,va1crtank is mttially filled high enough to cover 1hcoudc1 10 Lhcsho,,er and the outlet 10the
mamsystcm

#J: Pre\C~nling bac:k/o,·erno" ,ia a c:httk , alve and lank height

A· Place check ,ahc after the cold-wa1cr1ank nnd before the pump to prc,ent back no"· As for
t::i.nkheights. ensure that the cold-'A-atcrtank·s \\alcr Jc..,.clis alwnys higher than the ho1-wa1crinnk's.

# 4 : Pulling 1ogt1her 1he box and in ulalion
A: tart wtth a •h;4 ft ( 1.2.x1.2 m) wood base : lh(..."Tl
au3eh 4x0 .5 ft ( l .2x0 .2 m) side pane-ls~ uh the
use oflhc wood screws and a power dnll . ut rcflecl1\'C msulat1on sheet mg to lmc the wooden box ·s
base and sides. If there is no n,11110.blc
rcOect1\e foum, blad, pa.mtshould go on the wood findmga
r<.1>l1teemcnt
for lhc insulation so a second ma1crialsils bct\\CCnthe 1ubmg and the base of the frame

#5: oiling the irrigation tubing spiral
A: Bcgm by co1hng and strapping the tubmg. with metal brackets or zip ucs. suu,mg from the
outer edge of one side of the \\oodcn frrunc Conlmuc co1hng ma circular pattern. being sure to
ccurc the 1ubmg \\ 1th1hccondun straps to 1hc wooden frame C\Cf)' other round. pace the conduit
tmpSappropriptcly m order to pr~-..cnt spl1111ngthe "'Ood.Once 1ub1ngbecomes 100 d1fficuh to cod .
cut off the rem::unmg tubmg and u.sc a malc•to-mnle barbed coupling to reconnect the tubmg and
continue until the desired length 1sreached .

■

Figure 41. Informational Pamphlet Overview. A brief look at what the informational part of the
instruction manual looks like. It includes material substitutions as well as support for building
and testing. A full version can be found in Appendix J.
This brochure includes materials and troubleshooting suggestions. Had the team been able to
travel to Kenya, initial difficulties with building the system could have been addressed. Thus, to
replace this, problems that the team ran into while building and testing in Santa Clara were
recorded and organized to assist Sabore’s Well once they begin building their solar water heater
and shower system.

5.2 Project Cost
The overall budget for the Sunny-Side Solutions solar water heating project was $11,000 which
would be used to cover materials for prototyping, tools, vaccinations, and flights to and from
Kenya. The Sunny-Side Solutions team applied for a number of grants and received $2,000 from
the School of Engineering and $3,500 from the Frugal Innovation Hub, a humanitarian focused
organization on the Santa Clara University campus. The team also submitted an additional
proposal outlining how the additional funding would enable the group to expand its scope and
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was awarded a grant from Xilinx—a semiconductor manufacturing company in Silicon Valley—
in the amount of $2,500. The Frugal Innovation Hub and Xilinx grants required the group to
participate in workshops and other showcases as a condition to accepting the awards. The
remaining $1,000 was fundraised by the group as displayed in Table 7.
Table 7. Total Project Funding
Category

Grants

Fundraising

Source

Committed

School of Engineering

$2,000.00

School of Engineering

$3,500.00

Xilinx

$2,500.00

Sabore’s Well

$2,000.00

GoFundMe

$1,000.00
Total

$11,000.00

A total of $7,582 was set aside for travel related costs for when the Sunny-Side Solutions team
would travel to Kenya to implement the solar water heating design as shown in Table 8.
However, because of the Covid-19 global pandemic, Santa Clara University decided to cease all
student travel. Nonetheless, the remaining $3,418 was to be allocated to the costs incurred from
devising multiple iterations.
Table 8. Total Travel Expenses
Category

Description

Spent

Four Plane Tickets to Kenya

$3,211.44

Housing, Food, Travel, etc.

$2,400.00

Additional Travel Costs

$1,140.00

Travel

Vaccinations

Malaria, Typhoid, Yellow Fever

$626.24

Passport

Visa

$204.00
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Total

$7,581.68

A breakdown of the total project expenses from September 2019 through March 2020 is
presented in Table 9.
Table 9. Material Costs to Produce Final Design
Parts

Cost (USD)

Cost (KSh)

Cold Water Tank

$122.40

6,500.00

Hot Water Tank - 55 Gal.

$69.35

5,300.00

Circulation Pump

$69.35

30,000.00

1/2" Irrigation Tube 500ft

$37.74

(10) Rigid Two Hole 1/2"
Conduit Strap

$7.56

400.00

Wood Screws (1 3/4" & 2 1/2")

$15.94

1,500.00

Wood (frame)

$25.80

50.00

Insulation Sheathing

$10.98

150.00

3/4" Pipe to 1/2" Drip Adapter

$5.97

12,000.00

(4) 1/2" Barbed Couplings

$6.64

5,400.00

(4) Rain Bird 1/2" Barbed
Elbows

$2.97

6,600.00

(4) Rain Bird 1/2" Barbed Tees

$2.32

650.00

1/2" Drip On/Off Valve

$2.97

850.00

3/4" Brass Swing Check Valve

$11.30

200.00

1/2" x 520” Thread Seal Tape

$1.53

1,500.00

3/4" x 1/2" Schedule 40 PVC
Reducer Bushing

$2.49

2,900.00

1/2" and 3/4" Brass 1/4 Turn
Spigot x Sweat Sillcock

$2.99

Total

$339.93
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74,000.00

A total of $976 was spent on materials toward the construction of different prototypes that
underwent testing leaving $2,442 left over. This shows that the team’s project came out under
budget and the left-over funds could be used to go toward materials for a second solar water
heating system. The leftover funds would also be used to purchase tools like power drills
required for construction and donated to the Maasai community. Table 9 displays the total cost to
construct the final design of Sunny-Side Solutions’ solar water heating solution in US dollars and
Kenyan Shillings.

5.3 Business Plan
One of the goals that comes with the creation of a product is the ability to bring it onto the
market to sell. In order to do that, however, the team has to devise a business plan that helps to
better explain the product, its competition, and the potential market to investors who may be
interested in supporting them. Although the Sunny-Side Solutions solar water heating system is
part of a humanitarian project designed with a specific customer in mind, it is still worthwhile to
prepare a business plan to understand what it takes to make a product like a frugal solar collector
saleable.
5.3.1 Product Summary for Potential Investors
Sunny-Side Solution’s solar powered water heating solution utilizes the process of solar
irradiation in order to sustainably heat water for shower use. In more rural parts of Kenya, it is
common for people to heat water for cooking and bathing purposes over an open wood fire [3].
This conventional process releases toxic exhaust fumes which have the potential to heighten
respiratory diseases. According to the World Health Organization, there are several respiratory
disorders which serve as the leading cause of deaths worldwide. Some of those include chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease which kills three million people a year, asthma which affects 14
% of children globally, acute lower respiratory tract infections, and lung cancer which kills 1.6
million people each year [32]. Sunny-Side Solutions’ solar water heating system hopes to reduce
the numbers of infections by offering a frugal alternative to heating water that is more efficient,
safe, affordable, durable, and easily replicable.
Although initially designed and manufactured to fit the needs and constraints of the teachers at
Naretu Academy, one of the benefits to Sunny-Side Solutions’ solar water heating solution is its
potential to reach a much broader audience. There are many solar water heating systems
currently available on the market but the initial cost to purchase and install can be much too great
for a developing community to afford. For instance, the Sunbank 40 Gallon Solar Water Heater,
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pictured in Figure 42, costs $2,499 which can quickly surpass the $5,000 mark after installation,
not to mention the incurred expense to maintain the system [33]. That is why the Sunny-Side
Solutions solar water heater has been designed with economical, rugged materials that can be
easily sourced from local hardware stores.

Figure 42. Sunbank 40 Gallon Solar Water Heater. A commercial solar water heating system
currently available on the market with the ability to hold up to 40 gallons of water and costing
$2,499 [33].
The Sunny-Side Solutions team is composed of four mechanical engineering students along with
an academic advisor from Santa Clara University. Over the course of about six months, the
group has worked tirelessly to develop a frugal solar water heating system, starting with initial
drawings of the system to developing and testing a design capable of implementation in Kenya.
Sunny-Side Solutions’ simplistic design allows the system to be easily tailored to fit the needs of
other developing communities who have access to water and require a more efficient way of
heating it for shower use.
5.3.2 Marketing Goals for Solar System
The goal of the Sunny-Side Solutions project is to supply hot water for shower use to the
teachers of the Maasai community. The aim of the product is to pump, heat, and store water only
using energy supplied to it from the sun. Although the solar water heating system was designed
to fit the needs and constraints of the Maasai community, the goal is to tailor the product to reach
a wider and much broader audience of developing communities who struggle to have a consistent
water heating source. The objective is to offer an alternative water heating solution—which
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makes full use of the sun’s energy—to communities who do not have the luxury of living on an
established power grid thus allowing them to become self-sufficient.
To make this a reality, construction workers or community members will be instructed on how to
build the product themselves using materials that can be locally sourced. The device’s success
relies on the community’s understanding of the product’s overall benefits which will lead to its
acceptance. Three more goals for the Sunny-Side Solutions product are for it to be frugal,
sustainable, and easily replicable. The decision to go with sustainable materials provides an
economic benefit over its market leaders as it would significantly reduce the environmental cost
of the product. The sustainability factor of the product ensures that the product will be
constructed out of rugged material allowing it to be long lasting. The replicable aspect of the
design means the product will not use complex components so that it is easy to build.
More specific objectives of the solar water heater are that it will have to heat water to a
temperature of 38 ℃ as well as be able to hold at least 30 Gal (rounded to about 100L) of water.
These values were decided as 38 ℃ is within the desired temperature range for shower use and
30 Gal can be equally divided into three showers for one given operation of the solar water
collector. The teacher’s ability to take a hot shower with minimal struggle produces a sense of
comfort that translates to their work ability, providing a better educational experience for their
students.
5.3.3 Product Components
The Sunny-Side Solutions solar water heating system is designed to heat and store water at an
acceptable temperature for shower use. The product is composed of four subsystems each of
which are essential to the full operation of the solar water heater. They are as follows: the frame,
piping, storage tanks, and pump.
The frame subsystem was designed to fit the dimensions of 1.2 m in length, 1.2 m in width, and
0.15 m in height. This part of the solar collector houses the irrigation tubing that will absorb
solar irradiation from the sun and heat the water flowing through it. The frame is also fitted with
two pieces of insulation materials. The first is a reflective foam backing that sits along the inner
walls and bottom of the frame. The purpose of this is to reflect the sun’s light rays onto all areas
of the piping. The second piece of insulation is the clear plastic shower curtain which sits over
the frame. It allows the sun’s radiation to travel to the piping while at the same time limiting the
amount of heat that escapes.
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The piping subsystem comprises the tubing that sits within the frame as well as the tubing that
connects the other components outside the frame together. The team decided to go with ½ inch
diameter irrigation tubing as it is widely available in most hardware stores. It has a matte black
finish which is good for heat absorption. Because this type of piping is easy to work with and can
bend a lot before kinking, the team was able to wind the tubing to a diameter of 0.92 m. Thus,
the amount of irrigation tubing required to sit within the frame was 54.9 m which translates to a
lot more water volume sitting inside the frame at a given time.
There are two storage tanks connected to the solar collector. The first is a 3,000 L water tank
which stores clean cold water that is pumped from a nearby well. The second is a 100 L insulated
tank used to store the water after it has been heated so that it can maintain its temperature. After
initial tests with a stationary solar water heating system, the inclusion of a pump became
extremely undeniable. It was found that when the water sat in the solar collector, the piping was
unable to fill up properly creating air pockets. Hence, the uneven distribution of water along the
piping resulted in water heating up faster in areas where the piping was completely filled with
water. Moreover, the addition of a pump would allow for equal heating of water as it flows
through the solar collector.
5.3.4 Potential Markets
Sunny-Side Solution’s target market are teachers at Naretu Academy, centered in the Maasai
community of Kenya. The Maasai’s, once a nomadic people, population lives in a remote region
a large distance away from Narok. Consequently, they do not live on a power grid capable of
outputting a consistent electrical connection. Kenya’s location on the equator results in a greater
number of warmer and sunnier days year-round as compared to other countries around the world.
Hence, the solar water heating system was designed and constructed to make the most of the
sun’s energy while under operation.
Because Sunny-Side Solutions was working with an NGO partner, the solar water heater was
devised in accordance with their specific needs and requirements. Nonetheless, the design
process can be tailored with the potential to reach a much broader audience. Thus, the potential
markets Sunny-Side Solutions hopes to reach are developing communities with access to clean,
running water who may not have a means to heat up their water with the help of gas or electrical
power. The material selection as well as material availability and ease of construction makes the
Sunny-Side Solutions product very attractive to these markets. Due to a majority of the funding
coming from donations, many of the potential markets will be NGOs and nonprofit organizations
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like Sabore’s Well who benefit from outreach programs with strong connections to rural
communities.
Considering the fact that the Sunny-Side Solutions product is scalable, it can be designed to heat
up and hold larger quantities of water for shower use. Thus, the system can be marketed to more
substantial communities that are still developing and present a need for hot water.
5.3.5 Competition
One of the main competitors in the water heating industry is a company called Rheem [34].
Rheem supplies water heaters, available in sizes ranging from 20 to 200 gallons. This company
is widely known for their water heating solutions, with products applicable for a wide variety of
applications, such as power condensing to heavy duty. Rheem gas water heaters are proven to be
efficient as they guarantee ample hot water for households. In addition, this company’s water
heating products promise standard gas and water connections as well as an easy manual startup.
The water heaters are said to last anywhere from 8-12 years. The Rheem 30-gallon water heater
tank comes with two 4,500-Watt elements and requires a 240 V power supply [34]. Moreover,
the price for this water heater is currently priced at $429.00, not including other necessary
connections. Rheem is a reliable and quality grade solution; however, their products are mainly
just made for residential use and not outdoor use. For Sabore’s Well’s outdoor application and
environment, Rheem does not prove appropriate.
On the other hand, another leading product for water heating purposes is the Lorenzetti Electric
Instant Hot Water Shower Head. This is a more known frugal solution in many developing
countries as it is highly affordable and easily installed. The Lorenzetti is priced at $26.90 [35]
and only requires a 120-220 V power supply to operate. The shower head promises three
different temperature settings as well as a flow rate of 0.8 gallons per minute. Moreover, the
product is said to last for 3-5 years. The downfall to this solution is its safety. Electric shower
heads have one of the most dangerous combinations, water and electric currents. The product is
said to be safe if installed properly, but if installed incorrectly, it could lead to severe injuries.
This product oftentimes has exposed wires and relies solely on the user to be cautious and aware
of possible dangers. Although this is a quick and easy solution to heating water, the Lorenzetti
Instant Electric Hot Water Shower Head lack of safety makes taking showers a daily hazard.
Although companies, such as Rheem and Lorenzetti, have developed standardized products for
their respective markets, they have weaknesses that limit their ability to be sold to non-profits
like Sabore’s Well. Rheem targets residential customers who already have the basic requirements
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needed to set up a water heater in their households. Contrarily, Lorenzetti targets a customer base
with little to no basic set-up requirements, serving the purpose of an insertable shower head.
Sabore’s Well is in need of a safe and sustainable solution to heat the water, neither of which the
two products can provide. Rheem water heaters are only compatible with indoor use while
Lorenzetti shower heads pose a serious risk when in use. Both products are not a lasting solution
suitable for the purpose of Sabore’s Well teacher shower area.
5.3.6 Sales and Marketing Strategies
By using a generic design and standard design components, the Sunny-Side Solutions solar
collector is made to be easily replicated in different locations, hopefully through the support of
different non-profit organizations. As Sunny-Side Solutions aims to provide for those in
developing countries, there are no sales quotas or profit margins that need to be met. The
incentive of this solution is to assist those living in water stressed areas, and thus, the only intent
behind growing this project is to provide a water heating and pumping system for communities
in need.
Marketing will be done by reaching out to non-profit organizations in need of hot water for their
community. By contacting a large quantity of NGOs, the team can find possible sponsors and/or
donors to take on the project. Advertising, on the other hand, will be achieved through the use of
social media, such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. Social media campaigns can help to
draw attention as well as help to gather a greater following for Sunny-Side Solutions.
Additionally, the team plans to advertise their project on Sabore’s Well’s website once the
system is built.
5.3.7 Manufacturing Plans
For a project of this caliber, a typical manufacturing plan is not required because this product
will not be mass manufactured. This solar collector was designed with the intention that anyone
could build this system if the need for hot water presented itself, understanding that the design
may vary depending on where the product is adopted. The time taken to construct the solar
collector once all the proper materials have been gathered can vary from 1 to 3 days depending
on the number of individuals constructing. This does not include the time needed to integrate the
solar collector into a larger system. The initial cost to build this product is displayed in Table 10
below. This price may vary depending what country the product is built in. This price point only
includes the solar collector, although getting started may require additional capital for purchasing
a hot water storage element. Therefore, a more accurate initial cost for building the system is
approximately $250.
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5.3.8 Product Cost
The materials required to construct the Sunny-Side Solutions Solar Collector are listed below in
Table 10.
Table 10. Material for Building the Sunny-Side Solutions Solar Collector
Parts

Cost (USD)

Circulation Pump

$69.35

1/2" Irrigation Tube 500 ft

$37.74

(10) Rigid Two Hole 1/2" Conduit Strap

$7.56

Wood Screws (1 3/4" & 2 1/2")

$15.94

Wood (for frame)

$25.80

Insulation Sheathing

$10.98

3/4" Pipe to 1/2" Drip Adapter

$5.97

(4) 1/2" Barbed Couplings

$6.64

(4) Rain Bird 1/2" Barbed Elbows

$2.97

Rain Bird 1/2" Barbed Tees

$2.32

1/2" Drip On/Off Valve

$2.97

3/4" Brass Swing Check Valve

$11.30

1/2" x 520" Thread Seal Tape

$1.53

3/4" x 1/2" Schedule 40 PVC Reducer Bushing

$2.49

1/2" and 3/4" Brass 1/4 Turn Spigot x Sweat
Sillcock

$2.99

Plastic Convection Cover

$2.99

Total

$209.54

With this configuration, a minimum of 20 gallons of water can be heated using solar energy. It is
completely the customer's decision to expand the size of the solar collector or not. However, with
the current system design, multiple solar collectors can be joined in a chain formation as seen in
Figure 43 to heat a larger volume of water.
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Figure 43. Solar Collector Expansion. This is an example of how the Sunny-Side Solutions solar
collector could be scaled up by connecting multiple spirals in series.
The most basic alternative to the solar collector is boiling water over a fire fueled by wood.
Assuming the wood can be gathered, the cost of boiling the water is found by adding the cost of
a simple fire stove, and the cost of a natural gas accelerant such as propane. The total cost of
equipment to boil water is found to be roughly $60. Additionally, after considering the amount of
energy needed to heat the water to an acceptable temperature, it is found to be $75. Initially, this
may seem like a very frugal option. When compared to the Sunny-Side Solutions system, it is
found that there is a negative saving percentage. However, the labor intensity involved in boiling
10 gallons of water daily is not quantifiable in terms of cost. Boiling the water is more time
consuming and a lot less safe for the user.
5.3.9 Product Warranties
The Sunny-Side Solution solar water heating and shower system was designed and tested
specifically for their customer, Sabore’s Well, and thus does not need a warranty plan. However,
once the project has been transferred, if the organization were to choose to go to market with this
design and product, the sustainable business model proposed in this paper could be transformed
into a formal business model. The business could then be run by Sabore’s Well, or the Maasai
community as a whole, in order to tackle logistics like customer liability and warranties.
Warranties exist to market a business as having a reliable image as well as to reassure the
consumer that the product they are purchasing is good quality, if the warranty is on the longer
side. This water heater was designed for rural communities similar to Naretu Academy and as
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such, the warranty model, at least at the beginning of the business venture, should be based on
existing rural business models rather than industrial standards.
Even if there is no one unified organization that oversees product warranties and customer
obligations, there are standards that Kenya requires business products to adhere to. In particular,
the Consumer Federation of Kenya (COFEK), which oversees and enforces equal and fair
consumer rights [36]. In addition, the Kenya Bureau of Standards (KEBS) “...is the body
responsible for verifying the quality and safety standards of products and certifying the
compliant industrial products” [36]. For this solar water heating system to be sold at large, to
more than just Narok or other Maasai community members, adhering to COFEK and KEBS’
existing standards would ensure that a lengthy and reliable warranty could be attached to this
product.
If the building process of the Sunny-Side Solutions solar water heater is streamlined, hired
workers could go to the customer’s home or business to install the system and get it working.
After that, for the next year a warranty or guarantee of assistance with maintenance or functional
problems could be given, with the caveat of travel costs. Due to the rural nature of the product, if
fixing the system requires additional travel, where 10 km of driving would take at least 25
minutes or longer in Narok, monetary support may be needed to compensate for travel. But any
cost to fixing the system itself would be within the contract warranty.
5.3.10 Financial Plan
Realistically speaking, this system is unlikely to be pitched as a for-profit system, as it was not
designed to do so. However, should this ever be the case, the following provides a baseline to
Sabore’s Well on how financially, the system could be sold and supported. As a NonGovernmental Organization, Sabore's Well receives a majority of its financial support from
external donors. Therefore, this financial assessment was done considering a monetary donation
from a foreign or outside investor. In addition, for the sake of calculations, the more formal
business model, in which Sabore’s Well chooses to sell the product to external customers, was
assumed.
Listed below are the quantities used to calculate the cash flow over a two-year period as well as
brief justifications where needed:
●
3.0% Inflation Rate - chosen using the average inflation rate per year in the United States
●
12% Bank Account Interest Rate - chosen using the average interest rate used by United
States banks
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●

●

●

●

Growth Rate of One Per Month - There should not be a high enough customer demand to
warrant any larger of a monthly growth rate given that this system is meant for rural
houses and communities where solar panels or other solar solutions are too expensive.
Initial Investment of $5,000 - This initial investment was randomly chosen as a value
some people would consider donating to a humanitarian organization like Sabore’s Well.
Unit Sale Price of $400 - This unit price was chosen so the material cost to build the
system as this would be roughly equal to $150, the ideal profit for a single system.
Each system built, profit is $150 - Roughly the amount of money left over from
continuous building and not repurchasing items that can be reused.

Given these numbers, a cash flow analysis was performed to find the return on investment over a
two-year period as well as a comparison to putting money into a savings account instead (Figure
44).
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Figure 44. Cash Flow Analysis for the Sunny-Side Solutions system. Results show a significantly
better investment in the system versus saving the money in the bank.
At the end of the two years, the total net present value for the Sunny-Side Solutions’ solar water
heating system was $28,380. This equated to a yearly, return on investment (ROI) of 183.8%.
When numerically compared to simply saving the $5,000 in the bank, the monetary increase is
only $1,286 to get a final bank balance of $6,286. These results show that the investor will in
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fact benefit from supporting this small business given the expectation that all the assumptions
made, like unit price and selling success, are met.
The target audience for a business plan such as this are individuals who would like to invest and
donate their financial support to Sabore’s Well and organizations similar to them, whose mission
is to support rural communities meet daily needs and provide avenues to increase their standard
of living. Thus, if the return on investments is less than the percentage mentioned above or if the
solar system itself does not sell as expected, the investors and donors will concede a loss that can
be easily accepted. When investing in an organization like Sabore’s Well, more often than not,
there’s an understanding that there is no monetary or physical return, but rather an understanding
that one’s donation has ultimately supported more people otherwise sitting in the bank. As such,
Sabore’s Well shouldn’t be pressured to return money or provide justification should the small
business not be as successful. However, A more in-depth contingency plan would need to be
constructed if Sabore’s Well were to choose to change markets and sell to customers rather than
build for underprivileged communities at no cost.

5.4 Project Impact
Because the Sunny-Side Solutions solar water heating system is going to be implemented for an
actual customer, it is important to understand its potential impact, both positive and negative, on
the community. The product can have many effects including economic, environmental,
sustainability, manufacturability, ethical, health and safety, social, and political impacts that need
to be further analyzed to ensure that the product provides the most benefit for its community.
5.4.1 Economic Impact
The solar collector is the core of the project. It is the component responsible for heating the water
efficiently and frugally. Not only is the Sunny-Side Solutions Solar Collector significantly
cheaper overall as compared to other solar heating solutions available on the market, it is also
more environmentally friendly. The Sunny-Side Solutions Solar Collector does not need
electricity directly to run, although for the system to run properly there must be a pump to
facilitate the movement of the water. The S.S.S. Solar Collector was designed with frugality in
mind. An economic analysis will support that the S.S.S. Solar Collector cost of operations is
significantly cheaper compared to a solar collector such as the SolarGen Direct Pressurized
Vacuum SWH Solar Heater pictured below in Figure 45, which is sold in Kenya [37].
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Figure 45. SolarGen Direct Pressurized Vacuum SWH Solar Heater [37].
An economic benefit analysis will be used in order to numerically justify that the S.S.S. Solar
Collector is environmentally friendly. The major components of an economic benefit analysis
include the cost of equipment and the cost of operation for each system. This study will reveal
that the S.S.S. Solar Collector has a lower cost of operation, and thus a lower level of energy
consumption. The S.S.S. Solar Collector proved to have lower Greenhouse Gas Emissions than
the solar heaters on the market. In Table 11 below, a direct comparison is made between the
S.S.S. solar collector and the SolaGen Direct Pressurized Vacuum. The cost of equipment for a
SolarGen Direct Pressurized Vacuum SWH Solar Heater is approximately 110,000 Kenyan
Shillings (KSh) [37]. The cost of equipment for the S.S.S. Solar Collector is roughly 74,000
Kenyan Shillings (Table 11).
Table 11. Summarized Equipment and Operation Cost
Heating
Solution

Equipment Cost
(KSh)

Equipment Cost
(USD)

Operation Cost
(KSh)

Operation
Cost (USD)

SolarGen
Heater

110,000

$1,030

174,684

$1,636

S.S.S Solar
Collector

74,000

$693

74,060

$649

Calculating the cost of operation varies between heaters. The monthly cost of operation of the
SolarGen Heater if found by first multiplying the average cost of electricity in Kenya per month
by the energy generated by the system and then adding this quantity to the cost of equipment will
yield the total operation cost of roughly 174,700 KSh [38]. This cost of operation is then
compared to the cost of operation of the S.S.S. Solar Collector. As a result of the S.S.S. Solar
Collector not directly needing electricity to run, the cost of operation for the S.S.S. Solar heater
is calculated from the cost of operating the pump and the cost of equipment. It is found that to
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operate the S.S.S. Solar Collector it would cost around 36,500 KSh. This means Sabore’s Well
will be saving by almost 60 % using the S.S.S. Solar Collector. It is important to note that the
cost of labor is not included in these calculations; additionally, the cost of equipment for the
S.S.S. Solar collector includes a hot and cold water tank along with the solar collector. By the
decreased cost of operation, S.S.S. is ensuring that this solution is more environmentally
sustainable.
5.4.2 Manufacturability
In addition to the hot water heating system itself, the amount of energy used from making each
system is important to understand, beginning with the cost of making the SolarGen Direct
Pressurized Vacuum SWH Solar Heater. When it comes to manufacturing anything made of
steel, factories and companies alike are usually focused on one thing only, reducing costs [39]. A
Stanford research paper shows that for 1000 kg of steel to be produced, it would take about
13.95×10^9 J/metric tons (one metric ton is 1000 kg) of energy [40]. Given the shape and
function of the SolarGen heating system, the electric arc furnace method [41] and hot rolling
were used to calculate this number. The amount of steel needed to create the tank and the
supporting frame is estimated to be 200 kg, based on typical metal prices [42]. This correlates to
about 2.8×10^9 J/metric tons of energy. For comparison, a typical power drill uses 364 J/s, Watts
[43]. After formulating the steel for the main hot water tank, the vacuum process of the heating
tubes must be considered. To summarize, solar vacuum tubes, displayed in Figure 46 below, are
made of two layers of Borosilicate to create the vacuum seal [44]. The inner Borosilicate tube is
coated with a layer of copper, aluminum, and aluminum/Nitrogen. Although there are no readily
available sources regarding the energy consumption to create these layers, understanding the
function and qualities of each layer indicates that high-precision and high-energy consuming
machines must have been used.
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Figure 46. Make up of solar Vacuum Tubes [44].
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Moving on to S.S.S.’ Solar Collector, the amount of energy needed is significantly lower simply
due to the single unit made per batch. It was assumed for the SolarGen calculation that the
machines themselves are pre-existing and do not need to be reproduced and the same will be
done for power tools here as well. The spiral solar collector consists of three main components—
the ½” irrigation tubing, the glass insulation cover, and the reflective foam backing—that can be
split into what is harmful, plastic and foam, to the environment and what isn’t, the glass. All of
these items are likely to have been manufactured or finished in a factory, of which the average
consumes 3.42×10^8 J (95.1 kWh) of electricity annually [45]. While plastic is generally seen as
having a negative impact on the environment (in 2018, roughly 8.3 billion tons of plastic had
been produced world-wide, yet only 7 % of that was recycled [46].), there are plastics that are
better than others, like the high-density polyethylene (HDPE) irrigation tubing that the S.S.S.
Solar Collector uses. To produce a tube of HDPE, approximately 9.37×10^7 J (26 kWh) of
energy is used per kilogram of pipe [47], which, for this project, results in 2.13×10^8 J. Next,
combining consumption of natural gas, electricity, and all other fuels, the U.S. Energy
Information Administration reports that one shipment of glass sheets would consume about
5.8×10^21 J (55 trillion Btu) [48]. The final component, reflective foam (polystyrene) insulation,
is what negatively impacts the environment the most in Sunny-Side Solutions’ solar heater. To
briefly summarize, polystyrene is not only non-biodegradable, but it also the fifth largest
contributor to hazardous waste [49]. If during the production of steel, the basic oxygen furnace
method was used, the steel Solargen’s manufacturing process could also release additional
harmful toxins, coke, into the atmosphere [40], but otherwise, the foam, which when
manufactured releases hydrocarbon that when bonded to nitrogen oxide forms ozone, is much
more unsustainable. Despite this, keeping the cost of the entire system to a minimum was one of
the S.S.S.’ main goals and thus, a balance between economically and environmentally
sustainable was found. The economic and social benefits of Sunny-Side Solutions' system will be
analyzed below to further explain the use of lesser sustainable materials for the initial prototype.
5.4.3 Social Impact
As mentioned before, Sunny-Side Solutions’ solar collector not only impacts the environment,
but also the people and communities it will be implemented into. One societal impact that comes
as a result of this engineering project is the reduced economic costs required to produce the
Sunny-Side Solutions design as opposed to purchasing solar water heaters currently on the
market. The initial cost to purchase and install this large piece of machinery can be very
expensive even for homes in a developed country like the United States. The thought of
purchasing one of these in a developing country such as Kenya where the average wage of a
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citizen can range from $20 to $100 per month becomes unfathomable [50]. The frugal mindset
with which the Sunny-Side Solutions solar water heater was designed meant building a system
out of cheap and accessible materials that has the ability to be long lasting and easily replicable.
Hence, the S.S.S. Solar Collector has been constructed with the Maasai community in mind, a
rural community which does not run off a power grid, does not have regular access to hot water
and, thus, needs to make the most of the solar energy afforded to it.
The total cost to manufacture the S.S.S. Solar Collector is $343 which would be covered by
money fundraised by the senior design team and the NGO Sabore’s Well. Depending on the
manufacturer and the size of the building, the cost to purchase a solar collector can be as high as
$7,500 alone but typically costs around $2,500 which is a percent difference of about 152 %.
There is the added cost of hiring a professional plumber or solar technician to install plumbing
and tanks required to run the solar collector. The average technician charges $70 per hour and
may take several days to set up which averages to $1,500 [51].
Due to its simplicity, the S.S.S. Solar Collector can easily be constructed with hand tools and
does not require a professional solar technician to perform the installation. The material selection
plays a big role in the overall cost of the solar water heater. The evacuated tube models are made
of cylindrical glass which oftentimes has to be custom manufactured which drives up prices. For
this reason, the S.S.S. system is made up of plastic irrigation tubing, which, although less
environmentally friendly, is cheaper and more widely available in Kenya. Because of the
complexity of commercial solar water collectors, purchasing and replacing damaged or worn out
parts in a rural area such as Kenya can be very expensive and time consuming as parts may not
be easily accessible and have to be brought in from other countries.
The total cost required to purchase and install a commercial solar water heater comes out to
about $4,000 whereas S.S.S.’ frugal solution would cost upwards of $400. The $3,600 that is
being saved can then be used to go toward other projects or necessities in the community such as
enhancing the students’ educational experience. According to the Educational Market
Association, on average an individual teacher will spend $485 to augment their classrooms
spending $149 on supplies like pencils and notebooks, $198 on instructional materials like books
and whiteboards, and $138 on miscellaneous items like tissue and sanitizer [52]. For three
teachers—some of which are pictured in Figure 47—this comes out to $1,455, leaving $2,145
that can be used to further support individual students in the purchasing of backpacks,
calculators, clothing, and more.
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Figure 47. Naretu Academy classroom with teachers and students.
Another societal impact that our project brings is the ability to take a hot shower. It is a norm to
take daily showers and adding onto that, it is a norm to be able to take a hot shower in our
society; however, that is not the case for other areas of the world. This product brings hot shower
water to the Maasai community, in order to provide a sense of appreciation for the teachers at the
school. Kenya has a population of 50 million people and only 30 % have access to hot water. The
need for hot water is often overlooked by society as it is so easily accessible for us in the United
States. On average, in the United States, weekly shower statistics prove that women shower six
times and men shower seven times per week [53]. A hot shower has proven to be beneficial to
human health as it improves blood circulation, cleanses the skin, relieves muscles, relieves
respiratory issues and decreases stress and insomnia [54]. These benefits are only additions to the
appreciated comfort and cleanliness of a hot shower after a long day. With hot water showers,
the Maasai teachers will feel refreshed and encouraged to teach the children at the school.
5.4.4 Environmental Impact
There is also an environmental harm involved with the amount of water used for showers. The
more water that is used, the more water that is needed to be pumped, leading to the increased
usage of energy, chemicals and carbon emissions. According to estimates from the Public Policy
Institute of California, approximately 20 % of statewide electricity use and 30 % of business and
home use of natural gas goes to pumping, treating, and heating water [55]. Moreover, the
average American uses 6,278 gallons of water per year solely due to shower purposes [56].
Assuming that the energy used for all water sources is being pumped from the U.S. electrical
grid, the associated carbon dioxide emissions for pumping water would add up to 680,000 tons
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per year [57]. This proves how big the carbon footprint of water is in the United States alone. In
Africa, however, water is more mindfully distributed and carefully limited in use. In Africa, 85
% of the water consumed is used for agricultural purposes, 10 % for household purposes, and the
remaining 5 % is used in industry [58]. With this, the dangers of excess water usage may not be a
problem for our project’s impacted area; however, it is important to consider. Moreover, the
showers will be used intermittently by the teachers, meaning that water will be sparingly
allocated.
5.4.5 Health and Safety
When designing any product, the engineer has to take a great deal of consideration in the overall
safety of their product. For this same reason, a lot of attention was placed on the current living
conditions of the Maasai people as well as their wants and needs. It is commonplace in more
rural areas of Kenya for individuals to heat up water for cooking and shower use via the flame
produced from igniting pieces of wood. However, the exhaust gas that is produced in an effort to
harness this energy is extremely toxic. These fumes can generate long term negative health
effects in individuals in the community. This takes the form of respiratory diseases like chronic
respiratory obstructive disease, asthma, lung cancer and many more which attack young children
who are more susceptible to harm as their lungs are still in developing stages greatly reducing
their life expectancies. The Sunny-Side Solutions solar water heating system is meant to replace
these more harmful modes of heating water. It is also more environmentally friendly as it takes
advantage of the sun’s solar energy to heat up water with minimal electrical and no gas power.
Another health and safety factor to take into consideration is the location of the solar water
heating system on the bathroom’s roof (Figure 48).
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Figure 48. Naretu Academy Bathroom Area [7].
This means that the user will have to get on the roof in order to operate the system which leaves
them prone to injury if they were to lose their balance, trip on something, or be facing
particularly windy weather conditions that could lead them to fall off the building. The S.S.S.
team has taken measures to mitigate these issues in future improvements of the system. The
incorporation of an automatic control system reachable from the ground level would greatly
reduce the danger encountered by the user.
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6. Conclusion
The final water heating shower solution that Sunny-Side Solutions built and tested was able to
meet the customer needs outlined by Sabore’s Well. In addition, it was built in a manner that
promoted the frugal nature of this project. The final system met the technical specifications that
ensures the system will work for the Naretu Academy teachers as well as be a sustainable
investment for any other future investors. Innovating a solution that would uniquely help
Sabore’s Well was the ultimate goal of Sunny-Side Solutions, and analysis of the final design
proved that this goal was wholly met.
Through the iterative process of designing and prototyping, the team was able to design an
optimal solution to heat up water for the Maasai teachers. This solution’s main components are a
55 m long ½” irrigation tubing spiral, an insulated 100 L hot water tank, a circulation pump, and
efficient connecting joints and tubing. Although the team was unable to travel to Narok to
implement and troubleshoot their design, an instruction manual and informational pamphlet were
created to streamline the transition between Sunny-Side Solutions and Sabore’s Well. The team
intends on having the system implemented, whether that be through teaching the locals or having
another group carry on the project next year.
Although this project met its goal, there are still various ways in which this system can be
optimized, once the system has been built at Naretu Academy. One long term design
consideration is scaling the system up to provide for more showers and more teachers. The
current system only has one hot water tank and as such is only meant for one shower stall;
however, Sabore’s Well has expressed the need for gender separation in the bathrooms as well as
a plan for when the school expands and more teachers are housed on the campus. In order to
accommodate for the larger volume, the Sunny-Side Solutions solar collector can easily be
scaled by adding another or multiple other irrigation tubing spirals. In addition to this, a thicker
insulation cover would ensure that the system performs better and keeps the water at a higher
temperature for a longer period of time. Insulation improvements may include switching out the
plastic cover for a glass cover and adding insulating, foam or another air-pocketed material,
sleeves for the exposed background tubing.
As a whole, this project allowed for the team to develop a greater understanding of the
engineering design process beginning with identifying customer’s needs, researching feasible
market solutions, and eventually designing and building an effective and efficient water heating
and shower system. From preliminary to final design, Sunny-Side Solutions was able to iterate
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and eventually finalize a solution that they hope will provide more communities with access to
hot water and the comfort that comes with it.
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8. Appendices
Appendix A. Product Design Specifications
Table A1. Heater and pump metrics
Metric
#

Needs
#

METRIC

Importance

Units

1

1

Constant water temperature with small
tolerance

4

o

2

2

Withstand corrosion, oxidation, or other
chemical reactions

5

mpy

3*

3

Minimal parts to assemble for maintenance

5

parts

4

4

Maintaining a constant output volume of
water

4

m3

5

5

Water quality complying with WHO &
Kenyan standards

2

mg/l

6

6

Electricity supplied using solar panels

5

kWh

7**

7

Cost of initial assembly

4

KSH

8**

8

Cost of assembly over a long period of time

5

KSH

9

9

Length of time the shower can be used

2

min

10*

10

Factor of safety

5

N/A

11

11

Total mass

3

kg

12*

12

Unit supply and manufacturing cost

5

subj

13*

13

Time to assemble/disassemble for
maintenance

5

subj

14

14

Switch to turn the pump on and off

4

kW
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C

Table A2. Showerhead metrics
Metric
#

Needs
#

METRIC

15

15

Ability to withstand stress

4

Pa

16*

16

Ease of restoration

3

parts

17

17

Pressure adjustment at the head

2

KPa

18

18

Solar power generation to power electric
head

1

kWh

19

19

Constant water temperature with small
tolerance

1

o

20

20

Water quality complying with WHO &
Kenyan standards

1

mg/l

21**

21

Cost of initial assembly

5

KSH

22**

22

Cost of long term maintenance

4

KSH

23

23

24/7 water availability to the showerhead

2

min

24

24

Time constraint on shower length

4

min

25*

25

User Safety

5

list

26*

26

Mechanism to turn the shower on and off
within a 5 second interval

4

sec
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Importance

Units

C

Table A3. Miscellaneous metrics
Metric
#

Needs
#

METRIC

Importance

Units

27

27

Solar panels provide enough power to the
pump and lighting

3

kW

28

28

Maintains wattage for teachers’ housing
located neighboring building

1

kW

29

29

Irrigation/ distance from the shower drain to

1

m

5

N

community garden
30

30

Summation of all forces on tank equal zero

31*

31

Distance to shower handle within a safe value 4
range

mm

32*

32

Good ergonomics

subj

3

* Metrics with an asterisk could not be quantified due to their subjectivity.
** Metrics with double asterisks are cost-related and could not be quantified yet as the group had
not finalized what and where the parts and materials will be purchased from.
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Table A4. Project Design Specifications
Project Design Specifications
Design Project: Solar Powered Water Heating and Pumping System
Team: Sunny-Side
Solutions (Team 4)

Date: April 15, 2020

Revision:1

Datum Description: Trupow Circulation Pump Specifications, Candidate Interview, Based on
Experimental Results
Parameters
Elements/Requirements
Units

Datum

Target-Range

Output Production (per day)

Gal

30

40

Grid Power

Watts

67

46-100

Manufacturing Cost*

Dollars

$750

$600-900

Output Water Temperature

℃

38

38-43

Ideal Temperature
Difference

℃

15

15-30

Solar Collector Area

m^2

1.5

3

Hours of Operation

hr

8

2-12

Insolation

Yes/No

Yes

Yes

Control System**

Type

Automatic Check
Valve

Float Level Sensors,
Check Valves

Output Water Pressure

kPa

70

100

Performance

85

Safety
Weight**

kg

60

<45

Height of Showerhead

m

3

2.5-4

* Manufacturing cost consists solely of cost of materials and tools as this project will not be mass produced. Cost
also includes the price of solar panels.
** These numbers were based on what the project the aims to achieve rather than physically tested values due to the
change in the project timeline.

Appendix B. Customer Data Collection
Appendix B1. Interview Transcripts
Interview #1: Professor Doyle
Purpose: Dr. Doyle has successfully completed projects involving the frugal innovation hub.
Interviewing her would prove beneficial to understanding some challenges these types of
projects present.
Q: What are some initial thoughts that come to mind when considering embarking upon a
project of this nature?
A: It is important to establish communication with someone one the ground. Directly
communicating with some via a platform such a WhatsApp is crucial to understanding what the
community is like.
Q: How expensive do you believe these projects can get?
A: Using solar panels to heat the water can get expensive. Especially the batteries in places such
as Africa. Batteries alone can cost up to two thousand. Last year we were able to get solar panels
donated from Tesla, but these panels were outdated. Also another thing to consider is the price of
wood. Wood is very expensive. Pipes and tanks are easier to find. Also cement and bricks can be
very frugal.
Q: What are some important questions to ask the coordinators of this project?
A: Knowing how far away is the location from a village. A village is not necessarily as small as
you think. It is any metropolitan area. Also find trades people in the area. This project is intended
to be replicated so you want to find people that can perform the task that you are performing.
You want to teach people to use the resources they have.
Q: What is one crucial role/ task that absolutely needs to be taken care of soon?
A: With frugal innovation projects there is a time crunch to travel. Having someone dedicated to
figuring out the travel logistics is important. There are all types of things to consider: flights,
travel applications, and more.
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Q: In addition to defining a scope, what other definitive aspects should be handled?
A: I cannot emphasize the importance of clear expectations. Establish what it is you will do, and
what you will not do. Clarifying what it is you understand versus what they understand.
Q: How can we make this project more engineering?
A: Creating an innovative method to heating the water in a frugal manner is engineering. That is
where the innovation happens. It need to be reproducible and inexpensive.
Q: Any additional suggestions?
A: Make sure to ask about the well characteristics. Has there been an aquifer test? What is the
well pumping capacity per day? Is there a rainwater catchment? What is the quality of the water?
How old is the well? Again really emphasize the scope of the project. Ask for a survey of the
land to understand the terrain. These are all civil engineering topics that are important to
consider. Things such as elevation and more could impact your ability to heat and pump the
water. How long is the path? I have worked on a total of 4 frugal innovation projects. If you are
able to teach someone what you learned then you have mastered it. Teach other people how to do
it.
Interview #2 : Therese
Purpose: Therese is the Co-founder of Sabore’s Well. She is located in Palo Alto so she will be
our main contact in the area. She has also traveled and worked closely with this organization so
interviewing her gives us perspective and advice for our project.
Q: When did you first start Sabore’s Well?
A: Sabore’s Well was started in 2010, which was the year we got our first funding. From then on, there
has been two wells installed on the 2 acres of community based land. The two wells were installed in
2014, one at 90 meters and the other at 220 meters.
Q: Can you tell us a little bit more about how the wells were drilled and installed?
A: In order for the wells to be drilled, it required a lot of soil sampling and surveying of the land. The two
wells are both currently pumped through solar power; however they differ in casing. The pumps include
various layers of formation throughout the length of the drill holes. The Driller’s Log for the 90 meter
well is shown below for further clarification.
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Figure B1. Well Depth Specifications. This demonstrates the breakdown of the well depth
as well as the components of each portion.
Q:Are there different purposes for the two wells, or do they both provide the same purpose? (If
so, can you specify?)
A: No. The two wells were drilled to provide a clean water source close to the villages so the
women didn't have to walk so far to the river collecting contaminated water. The wells are about
7 km apart and are serving different communities. They both provide water for the citizens and
the thousands of livestock - goats, sheep and cattle - as well as many of the local wild animals zebra, wildebeest, gazelles etc
Q: What is the quality of the water and does there need to be a filtration system for the shower
system?
A: The water quality report is shown below. In addition to that, the water does contain a high
level of fluoride so it makes the water rather salty. If there could be a filtration system installed,
that would be great.
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Figure B2. Sabore’s Well Water Specification. This is a breakdown of the elements found in the
water pumped from the wells in Kenya.
Q: Can you define the scope of the project that you would like us to work on?
Specifically, what do you expect from our group?
A: The main focus is providing hot water for the teachers to shower at the school. Of course, that
requires moving the water from the well to the shower area; however, I believe that we can cover
that aspect. We are looking to heat the shower water through some sort of solar heating as well
as solar lighting for nighttime purposes. In addition, we would like a system to catch the gray
water to irrigate to the school’s garden. The students currently have access to rice and beans of
that sort; however, getting water to the garden would allow for more greens and vegetables to be
introduced into their diet.
Q: How has the process of building been in Kenya overall?
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A: There are a lot of local shops and stores that carry supplies. Furthermore, we have the ability
to get people to help on site in Kenya. When building the school, Sabore had a lot of people from
the community come help, and labor wages in Kenya are not expensive so that could be
something to think of. For your case, it would be useful to bring your own tool kit with a
screwdriver and other tools of that sort just for convenience. We also have a transport guy, John,
who can help purchase, pick up and move materials. It would be useful to have a list of materials
by January or so. This way, we can see what materials are needed and where to get them.
Q: Why hasn’t this project for the teacher’s shower been able to be accomplished yet?
A: The school was finished being built in July 2018 and the first school year just started this
January of 2019.
Q: What is the probability of this project being reproduced at different locations?
A: There is a very strong possibility that this project will be reproduced at the other well site.
We will only build the schools on the land donated to the well. It will take some time to scale up.
We are still working on perfecting our current model and have quite a bit more to do.
Q: What is the community willing to pay to maybe have other schools adopt this project?
A: There is definitely a need in the area for more wells and water catchment but finding the
resources is not always easy. Additionally, 2 acres of land must be donated to a Community
Based Organization for us to install a well on a site. We will not install wells on personal
property as the well is for the community, not an individual. It is hard for some people to
understand and to give up a portion of their land. We are working on trying to have another
community donate land in an area that really needs water, but it has not happened yet and our
focus has shifted to the school right now.
Interview #3: Sabore
Purpose: Sabore is a Co-founder of Sabore’s Well. With his name in the title, he started this
organization with an idea and a vision. As he is located in Kenya and has access to the land we
will be working with, interviewing him allows us to get vital information that we need for our
project.
Q: What was your vision for Sabore’s Well?
A: It was important for me to provide water for several purposes in our community. First off, the
wells allow for women not to have to walk as far for contaminated water. In addition, the water
is used on the school campus for the bathroom, kitchen and garden early in the morning.
Q: How far are the wells from the location in which our project area is focused (Teacher’s
Bathroom Area)?
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A: The wells are about 100 meters from the bathroom for the kids and teachers. If we look more
closely at the piping, it could be around 50-70 meters; however, from the kitchen, the wells are
only 30-40 meters away.
Q: What is the distance to the nearest major city?
A: The location of the school is located in Owaisi Niro which is a small town. The big city is
called Narok, which is about a 30 minute car ride. Narok is only 15-16 kilometers away from
Owaisi Niro. I believe the roads have been fixed and are better so it will most likely be less than
30 minutes.
Q: What is the pumping capacity of the current wells?
A: The water storage tanks hold 10,000 liters of water and they fill up in around two hours. A
bobble in the tank alerts the pump when the water level is below a certain amount, and then fills
in 2 hours. The pump used for both wells is called the Lorentz PS Centrifugal Solar Pump
Systems.
Q: What are the average heights of the teachers that will use the showers?
A: I, myself, am 6’7”. The teachers will be around my height or shorter. The shower area is 90%
complete and will have the water storage tank on top of the structure. By the time you guys are in
Kenya, the shower area will be finished.
Q: Will there need to be a continuous flow of water for the showers or could the shower water
be limited to certain hours of the day?
A: There does not need to be a continuous flow; however the water would rest in the holding
tank on top of the shower area. In addition, I believe the teachers would be using the showers in
the morning and the afternoon, probably not late late showers. In this case, it would be okay to
have certain hours in which the shower system could be used. Furthermore, the teachers’
showers will likely be around 10-15 minutes. I do not think the water will be running for that
entire time so that the water does not get wasted.
Q: What is the land like near the area of the shower areas and wells?
A: The land is relatively flat, somewhat downhill; however, there is not much gravity force to
rely on for the water to flow. A pump is necessary for significant water movement.
Interview #4: Martine
Q: What are some fundraising/networking opportunities that we should get involved in?
A: It will be important to start engaging with our wider networks sooner rather than later. March
2020 is coming up fast, and we wish to take advantage of some upcoming opportunities to
maximize our fundraising for this project. We have a few events scheduled already, such as the
open house and lunch meeting. For networking, if you guys have any companies that you
interned for that may be able to organize a lunch event, that would be a great resource for finding
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a partner on this project. In addition, if someone could start a GoFundMe page. We have plenty
of pictures to share to make sure we tell the story with pictures. Let's set this up soon, and
capitalize on Thanksgiving/Holiday giving by our wider networks.
Interview #5: Allan
Purpose: Allan is the director of programs and partnerships for the Frugal Innovation Hub.
Interviewing him gives us perspectives on past projects and what will make us successful as a
senior design group.
Q: What do you expect from us working with the FIH?
A: We expect out students to give back as well, meaning that with events that are hosted, some
of your group should be there for support. We would like to ask for a 5-7 minute presentation
just to show the scope of your project. For example, Therese is having a lunch and learn on
November 22nd.
Q: Are there any resources you can recommend for us?
A: Ed Mauer, he is a Civil Engineering professor and works with a lot of radiation maps for solar
purposes. You should talk to him for further information if you consider using solar for your
project.
Interview #6: Jeff Chow
Purpose: Jeff has been working with the Frugal Innovation Hub for 6+ years and has built a
connection with the school in doing so. Interviewing Jeff allows us to gain connections to more
resources.
Q: What help can we ask from you or what can you provide for our group in terms of this
project?
A: I have worked on a bunch of senior design projects and I have many connections in the bay
area. I am here for any technical questions you guys may have; I can introduce you to people in
the industry that may have answers to your questions. In addition to finding contacts, I also work
with possible sponsors.
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Appendix B2. Further Customer Needs Importance Matrices
Table B1. Heater and pump customer needs; Scale of 5-1, where 5 is of the utmost importance
#

NEED

Importance

1

Good water temperature

4

2

Long-lasting

5

3

Easy to maintain

5

4

Constant flow of water

4

5

Good water quality

2

6

Uses solar panels

5

7

Low upfront costs

4

8

Low cost in the long run

5

9

Can use the shower at any time

2

10

Safe

5

11

Lightweight

3

12

Can find materials easily

5

13

Easy to recreate

5

14

Simple user interface

4
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Table B2. Showerhead customer needs
#

NEED

Importance

15

Long-lasting

4

16

Easy to maintain

3

17

Consistent water source

2

18

Uses solar panels

1

19

Good water temperature

1

20

Safe water quality

1

21

Low upfront costs

5

22

Low cost in the long run

4

23

Can use the shower at any time

2

24

Can have shorter showers

4

25

Safe

5

26

Can do intermittent ‘Army’ showers

4

Table B3. Miscellaneous customer needs
#

NEED

Importance

27

Good lighting for showers

3

28

Can connect solar panels to other housing

1

29

Can use the water from the shower for garden

1

30

Tank will stay on roof

5

31

Safe to use

4

32

Easy to use

3
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Appendix C. Design Sketches

Figure C1. Double solar heating tank subsystem. In this design, the tanks themselves are the
heating mechanism as a bucket of water in the sun will naturally heat up. This was discarded as
preliminary testing showed poor heating capabilities (took 3 hours to heat up ten degrees Celsius
and immediately cooled down when the sun began to set), as well as added significant weight to
the roof.

Figure C2. Combined tank and electrical design after concept scoring. This full system design
utilizes immersion heaters inside of insulated water tanks. This would require solar panels to be
the source of power. This design was discarded as electrical efficiency isn’t as high as thermal
solar efficiency, which is almost 100%. In addition it’s always a severe safety hazard to have
anything electrical near a body of water.
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Figure C3. Final Full System Design at the end of Fall 2019. This design was chosen for its
completeness and in depth drawings of what the final system could look like. This was not the final
design as the tanks idea was discarded, as mentioned in Figure C1, as well as because the solution was
restructured to try and use the sun’s energy as efficiently as possible, resulting in a design most similar to
the design in Figure C4.
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Figure C4. Solar panel, Sphere storage, Pipe heating, and Pump system. This design was discarded as
initially, the team did not want to utilize a pump or have to deal with the building aspect of piping;
however, this ended up being similar to what the team began building and testing the following year as
the piping solar water heater proved to be very efficient and the pumping power wasn’t a large as
assumed before.
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Figure C5. Foot pump shower system. This design was one of the more frugal pumping options; however,
it was later discarded as the team felt that the shower system should not require as much human power.
This design would ideally function by having the user pump the foot pump to build up pressure in the
vessel holding the heated water, enough to output water through the showerhead. This later demonstrated
itself as not the most feasible solution for the intended purpose.
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Appendix D. Decision Matrices
This section covers the concept screening and scoring matrices used to decide on a preliminary
design. The decision and scoring was done by the S.S.S. team. These matrices were designed
using customer needs and project specifications. Concept screening boxes that are shaded red are
eliminated designs and concept scoring boxes that are shaded green are the accepted design for
the first integrated system.
Table D1. Full System- Concept Screening. The red shaded box indicates the eliminated design.
Criteria

Solar, Pump, Pipe,
Ball (Figure C4)

Purely Electrical
(Figure C2)

Double Tank (Figure
C3)

Functionality

+

+

+

Assembly (Build)

-

-

+

Safety

-

-

-

Completion

-

-

+

Cost Effectiveness

-

-

+

Maintenance

-

+

-

Replicability

-

-

+

Material Availability

+

-

+

Animals

-

-

-

Total Average

2

2

6
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Table D1.1. Full System- Concept Scoring. The green shaded box indicates the accepted design.
Criteria

Solar, Pump, Pipe, Ball
(Figure C4)

Double Tank (Figure C3)

Functionality

3.0

3.5

Assembly

2.5

3.5

Design Simplicity

2.5

4.3

Safety

2.0

2.3

Cost Effectiveness

2.3

3.5

Maintenance

2.5

2.3

Replicability

3.8

3.8

Material Availability

3.8

4.3

Total Average

22

28
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Table D2. Electrical System- Concept Screening. The red shaded box indicates the eliminated
design.
Criteria

Solar Lighting
(Figure C5)

Off-Roof Solar
(Figure C4)

On-Roof Solar
(Figure C3)

Functionality

+

+

+

Assembly

+

-

-

Design Simplicity

+

+

+

Safety

+

-

-

Cost Effectiveness

+

-

+

Maintenance

+

-

-

Replicability

+

+

+

Material Availability

-

+

+

Total Average

7

4

5
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Table D2.1. Electrical System- Concept Scoring. The green shaded boxes indicate the accepted
designs.
Criteria

Solar Lighting (Figure C5)

On-Roof Solar (Figure C3)

Functionality

5.0

5.0

Assembly

4.5

3.0

Design Simplicity

5.0

3.3

Safety

4.5

2.3

Cost Effectiveness

3.8

2.3

Maintenance

4.0

2.5

Replicability

5.0

4.5

Material Availability

4.0

4.5

Total Average

36

27
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Table D3. Pump System- Concept Screening. The red shaded box indicates the eliminated
design.
Criteria

Peristaltic
Inspired

Centrifugal
Pump

Foot Pump
(Shower)

Foot Pump
(System)
(Figure C5)

Bike Pump

Functionality

+

+

+

-

-

Assembly

-

+

+

-

-

Design

-

-

-

-

-

Safety

+

+

+

+

+

Cost
Effectiveness

+

-

+

+

+

Maintenance

-

-

+

-

-

Replicability

-

+

+

+

+

Material
Availability

-

+

+

+

+

Total
Average

3

5

7

4

4

Simplicity
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Table D3.1. Pump System- Concept Scoring. The green shaded boxes indicate the accepted
designs.
Criteria

Peristaltic
Inspired

Centrifugal
Pump

Foot Pump
(Shower)
(Figure C5)

Bike Pump

Functionality

3.8

4.5

4.3

5.0

Assembly

2.3

5.0

3.3

3.3

Design

3.0

4.3

4.5

2.8

Safety

3.5

3.8

5.0

4.3

Cost
Effectiveness

4.0

2.8

4.0

3.8

Maintenance

2.5

2.0

3.8

4.5

Replicability

2.5

5.0

4.0

4.0

Material
Availability

3.5

3.3

3.5

4.3

Total Average

25

31

32

32

Simplicity
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Table D4. Heating System- Concept Screening
Criteria

PE Coils

Tanks

Electrical

Drip
Irrigation

Batch Solar
Heater

Functionality

-

+

+

+

+

Assembly

-

+

-

-

+

Design
Simplicity

+

+

-

+

+

Safety

+

-

-

+

+

Cost
Effectiveness

+

+

-

+

-

Maintenance

-

-

-

-

-

Replicability

+

+

-

+

+

Material
Availability

+

+

+

+

+

Total
Average

5

6

2

6

6
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Table D4.1. Heating System- Concept Scoring. The green shaded box indicates the accepted
design.
Criteria

PE Coils

Tanks

Electrical

Drip
Irrigation

Batch Solar
Heater

Functionality

2.5

3.8

4.0

4.0

4.0

Assembly

1.8

3.0

2.8

2.8

2.0

Design
Simplicity

4.0

4.0

3.0

2.5

3.0

Safety

5.0

4.0

3.0

4.0

3.5

Cost
Effectiveness

3.5

3.3

2.0

3.0

2.5

Maintenance

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.3

Replicability

4.0

4.5

3.8

3.0

2.8

Material
Availability

5.0

4.0

3.0

3.3

3.3

Total
Average

29

30

24

25

23
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Table D5. Control System- Concept Screening. The red shaded box indicates the eliminated
design.
Criteria

Spring, Gear, Valve

Pressurized Pipe
(Turn Shower Head)

Lever/ Shield

Functionality

+

+

-

Assembly

-

-

+

Design Simplicity

+

+

+

Safety

+

+

-

Cost Effectiveness

+

+

+

Maintenance

-

-

-

Replicability

+

+

+

Material Availability

+

+

+

Total Average

6

5

5
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Table D5.1. Control System- Concept Scoring. The green shaded box indicates the accepted
design.
Criteria

Spring, Gear, Valve

Pressurized Pipe (Turn
Shower Head)

Functionality

4.0

5.0

Assembly

3.0

2.8

Design Simplicity

3.5

3.3

Safety

3.5

3.5

Cost Effectiveness

4.0

3.5

Maintenance

2.0

2.3

Replicability

2.8

3.5

Material Availability

4.3

3.8

Total Average

27

28

Appendix E. Safety Mitigation Table
Hazard: Electrical Parts and Assemblies
Summary of Procedure and Tasks:
● Install water circulation pump within system
● Design an electrical control system for monitoring each shower’s water usage
Describe Hazards:
● Electrical parts and assemblies: solar panels will involve many new electrical
components the team hasn’t interacted with before,
● Electrical Part of Pump: powered by electricity, electricity near water source
● Potential electrical operating malfunctions
● Exposed sensor,wire, or other electrical component
● Improper grounding
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● Rain/ exposure to water can cause shortages
Hazard Control Measures:
● Ensure each system is validated by respective professional
● Work on system de-energized
● Ensure electrical components and connections are properly routed (voltage, ground)
● Ensure electrical components are properly routed (voltage, ground)
● Ensure no water near the electrical components or connections of the pump
● Run wiring to bathroom through metal piping in order to prevent possible electrocution
of animals, passersby, and maintenance workers

Hazard: Elevated Heights
Summary of Procedure and Tasks:
● Install water circulation pump within system on top of bathroom roof
● Install heating system on top of bathroom roof
Describe Hazards:
● Hazard of elevated heights: must use ladder to place pump on top of roof and attach
components, working on an elevated surface
● If structure is built too tall, can create unnecessary stress on supports and cause
collapse
● Windy weather conditions can cause an imbalance in the structure causing possible
damage the structure itself
● Danger of wild animals like monkeys climbing onto structure
○ Can mess with solar panel wiring leading to possible electrocution
○ Too much weight on the structure can cause failure and collapse
● Heights: putting the solar collector heater on the roof of the bathroom
Hazard Control Measures:
● Ensure safe surroundings and measures when using ladders
● Use strong material like steel to build structure and limit the amount of fractures that
can occur over time
● Ensure structure can support and will not fail
● Extreme caution when building on elevated surface
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Hazard: Pressure > Atmosphere, Stored Energy

Summary of Procedure and Tasks:
● Install water circulation pump, pump will generate pressure to move water
Describe Hazards:
● Pressure: pump generates pressure
● Too much pressure, possible disconnections/issues caused in system
Hazard Control Measures:
● Work on system de-energized
● Ensure the pump is installed properly and connections are tight so that pressure does
not cause issues in pipes/system
● Test pump to make sure it is working properly beforehand
● Design system for low power and low flow to see that high pressures will not be
needed or created

Hazard: Power tools and equipment
Summary of Procedure and Tasks:
● Build a batch solar water heater and high density polyethylene (HDPE) as a storage
method
● Use power tools to build and connect necessary parts
Describe Hazards:
● Misuse of power tools
● Danger when using power tools
● Injuries
● Loose cords of power tools- trip hazard
Hazard Control Measures:
● Ensure power tools are used as instructed
● Secure material to a stationary object when working/cutting material
● Ensure safe surroundings and measures when building
● Use tools as trained and be cautious of mishaps when using the tools
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● Keep all cords tidy, make sure there are no trip hazards when using the power tools

Hazard: Construction and Assembly
Summary of Procedure and Tasks:
● Assemble entire system- solar, heating and pump
○ Build a batch solar water heater and high density polyethylene (HDPE) as a
storage method
Describe Hazards:
● Some assembly on top of the roof (height hazard)
● Possible injuries when assembling/constructing components
● Incorrect assemblies could lead to failure
Hazard Control Measures:
● Ensure surroundings are safe when building
● Use ladders with caution and be wary of elevated surfaces
● Secure material to a stationary object when working
● Keep area tidy, ensure no trip hazards
● Ensure all connections/assemblies are correct so that system functions properly
● Caution when constructing and assembling parts, ensure all supports are safe
● Assemble system de-energized

Hazard: Sharp Objects
Summary of Procedure and Tasks:
● Build a batch solar water heater, which is a heating method that uses galvanized steel as
a heat absorber and high density polyethylene (HDPE) as a storage method
● Build an elevated structure for the solar panels to rest on
Describe Hazards:
● Wood Splinters and Sharp Edges
● Sharp edges when dealing with material to build the solar water heater and structure for
solar panel
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● Possible injuries- cuts
Hazard Control Measures:
● Sand down the faces and vertices of possible materials
● Ensure sander is trained to use a sander (if power sander) and is confident in doing so
safely
● When working around glass, wear gloves to lower risk of getting cut
● Be aware and mark/tag areas with sharp corners

Hazard: Extreme Temps (not over the written temperatures; however still dangerous)
Summary of Procedure and Tasks:
● Build a batch solar water heater, which is a heating method that uses galvanized steel as
a heat absorber and high density polyethylene (HDPE) as a storage method
● Work with solar panels to retrieve electricity
Describe Hazards:
● High temperatures: at surface of batch heater and when sealing the HDPE water holder
● Thermal Burn Hazards- touching heated surfaces of water heater or solar panels
● General burn hazards when working with heated materials
Hazard Control Measures:
● Avoid direct contact with panels when in use; ensure that when installed, there are no
possibilities of contact that could cause burns
● Build in the shade of a tree or a stable building to reduce the heat immediately hitting
the HDPE or the surface of the batch heater
● Be cautious and aware of when materials could be heated (i.e in the sun)

Hazard: Metal Fabrication
Summary of Procedure and Tasks:
● Build a solar collector water heater and high density polyethylene (HDPE) as a storage
method
Describe Hazards:
● Use of power tools to cut metal
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● Sharp corners of metal material
● Overall hazards of processes such as welding, cutting, drilling, etc.
● Heat conducted by metal, possible hot surfaces
Hazard Control Measures:
● Use tools for metal fabrication properly and as instructed
● Avoid touching metal right after its been cut
● Be cautious and aware of when metal could be heated (i.e in the sun)
● Make sure the builder is confident and knowledgeable before fabricating the metal

Hazard: Material Handling of Heavy Objects
Summary of Procedure and Tasks:
● Move and position water storage tank and heater
Describe Hazards:
● Ergonomic injuries when carrying heavy objects
● Possible injuries
● Possible damage to parts if dropped due to weight
● Hazard of supporting heavy objects
Hazard Control Measures:
● Ensure structure/location of heavy object can support weight
● Carry heavy objects with proper posture
● Use carts/dolley to move objects if necessary
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Appendix F. Project Timeline

Sunny Side Solutions

Chart Key
Ma in Task

PROJE CT TITLE

Sunn y Side So lutions - Sho w er Pum p & Heat ing Project

De pe ndenc ies

TEAM MEMB ERS

Adrienne Lee (AL), Malonda Mc Elwee (MM), Jada Padd ock (J P), Jesus Reyes (JR)

Para llel Task

TA SK
NUMB ER

TASK T ITLE
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1.1
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1.2

Project Proposa l

1.2.1

Revise d Project Proposa l

1.3

DURATION
(DAYSI

% OF TASK
CO MPL ETE

10/ 15/ 19

5

100%

10/ 1/ 19

90

100%

10/ 2/ 19
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6
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9/ 26/ 19
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JP
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MM
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JP
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MM

M M,J R

0
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AL

AL, J P

0
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1.4.3
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JR

AL,JR

0
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7
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1.7

Cust ome r Check-In # 1

MM

1.8
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JR

1.9

Budg et

MM

1.10

Crowd Fund ing

1.11

Cus tome r Check-In #2

MS
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JR
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2
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10/29/ 19
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Choose Final Protoype Design
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2.4.1
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100%

08/30 / 20 19 ONGOING

100%

10/29 / 19

Go FundMe

100%

9/ 23/ 19
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3
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3

100%

0
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0
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0
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Appendix G. Detailed CAD Drawings of Subsystems
* Due to lack of direct access to SolidWorks for drawings, images may be difficult to read. Direct files can be provided upon request.
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Appendix H. Finite Element Analysis
Performing a variety FEA did not produce significant or logical results. Instead, the team learned more
from hands-on testing and experimenting. Calculations also supported the theoretical analysis of the solar
system. Below are the attempts made by the team to analyze using software, beginning with the
preliminary design and then discussing the final design.
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Temperature[K)
Cut Plot 1: contou rs

Figure H1. Temperature CutPlot of the tank assuming constant and similar external conditions.
Following the analysis of the temperature cut plot and its impact on the stainless steel tank, a
flow trajectory study was conducted.
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Figure H2. Flow Trajectory of the water inside the storage tank. The legend is located on the
left side of the figure with red representing the highest velocity of movement and dark blue being
the lowest. Additionally, the arrows represent the direction in which the water will tend to move.
It is evident that the water at the top of the tank moves faster than the water at the bottom of the
tank.
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Figure J3. Temperature CutPlot of the tank assuming static state. This iteration also includes a
thermal, radiation and flow analysis.
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Figure J4. Flow Trajectory of the water inside the storage tank. This iteration also includes a
thermal, radiation and flow analysis.
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Figure J5. Radiation Thermal Analysis in Coils. The purpose of this study is to evaluate if the
use of copper coils are appropriate for the solar batch heater.
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Figure J6. Thermal Flow Simulation in Coils. This simulation took into account both the
temperature of the solid copper tubing, and also the fluids air and water. This simulation does
not take into consideration placing the copper coils at an angle.
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Temp (Keh.;n)
T~mp Kelvin)

3.110e+02
2.851e+02
2.592e+02
2.333e+02
2D73e+02
1.814e+02
1.555e+02
1.296e +02
1D37e+02
7.775e+01
5.183e+01
2.592e+01
O.CCOe+OO

Figure K1. Updated Hot Water Tank Simulation using final system components. The red rod, as seen on
the left, resembles the input water entering from the top of the tank. The difficulty in this simulation was
creating the various bodies of water as solids in addition to their surface relations. The simulation
concluded that the body of water in the hot water tank would ultimately reach the same temperature as
the input water, regardless of the input length. This was not sufficient for the simulation and thus
attempted simulating the solar collector.

Temp (Kelvin)
2.973e+02
2.973e+02
2.972e+02
2.972e+02
2.972e+02
2.972e+02
2.971e+02
2.971e+02
2.971e+02
2.971e+02
2.970e+02
2.970e+02
2.970e+02

Figure K2. Updated Solar Collector Spiral Simulation. The team intended on simulating how the spiral
irrigation tubing in the solar collector would heat up in the sun; however the simulation did not provide
any conclusive results. The team felt that this simulation could not accurately represent what was actually
being tested, as this was just the spiral without the insulation additions.
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Appendix I. Technical Product Specifications
Below are technical product specs for the pump used for testing, the pump chosen for the final
prototype, and the submersible fish tank thermometer.

Figure L1. The pump used for a majority of testing was the Watts Hot Water Recirculating
System Pump, which proved successful but for the price of $200 was not affordable for the
customer and was thus discarded for the next pump.
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Introduction
Thank you fo r your purchase of the Watts Hot Water Recirculation System . This sysl em has bee n inspeciecl and tes!ed prior
to shipme n to provide you with loog , efficient , trou ble-free service
when insta lled, maintained and used in accordance with lhe i11JS
tructions in this anual. Failure l o do so co ulcl result in persona l injury,
property damag e or damage t o t he equ ipment. This Manuai sho u ld
be considered a permanent par! of you r system and sho Ulcl be kep
available for easy reference by an;r user.

Package Contents:
Examine the components carefully to make sure no damage has
occ urred lo he pump . Care should be take n to ensure the pump is
OT dropped or mishandled ; dropp ing w ill damage l he pufT'\P.

(1) Hot Wa er Recirc ulation System with t imer
(1) Senso r valve
(2} Valve mo unting screws

(2) Ml " compression to ½' t hreaded flex hoses (2) Adap ters
(2) Rubber washe rs
(1) Insta llatio n and Operation Instruct ions

A ELEmlCALSAFETY
WARNING
RiskDI'
e:lectric:a
l shock-Thl.s pumpIs suppliecl
witha grouncllng
conductor
. ToreducelheriskDI'electricshock
, becertain thatit Is
connectecl
only toa properly
grounded
groundtn11
typereceptac
le.
Thesaleopera
tionofthispum;p requiresthalIt lbe grounded
In
acx:mdance
wllh theNationa
l IElectr
lc:alCodeandloc:al
govemln11
codesandregu
lations.

Electrical Requirements

a .1,;n;w
1

Toe ,operatingvoltageand otherelectricald.ata are marl<
.ed on
the motor label. Mak.e surethat the motor is suitable for the
electricalsupplyon which it will be used.
Supply
Wlttage:
ShOrtest
Switl:hi1111
lntemil
:
SwilllhModes
:
IProteotioo:

1201/AC,60Hz
15 w
:nute
1oore
rren11
''Tim
er'. 'ON
" Overlli:lfr
, "OFF" Over
lli:lfr
c:ear
p'astic
00\-e
r foro,J,t arll moiS!u
re

Operational Parameters

M ,MiZBW
System must be installed, maintained and used in accordance
with the instructions in this Manual.
Do not use with water that is microbiologically unsafe ,or of

unknown quality, without adequate disinfecUon before or after
the system .

IOperamgleap rature

Miwmum

Minimum

140'1'(00"
9

Figure L2. Important operation information for the Watts pump.
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c:,c:,
Figure L3. The second pump, used for the final system only, was the Trupow 3/4" NPT 110V Hot
Water 3-Speed Circulation Pump Circulator Pump, which served its purpose well for a lower
price of $62.
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Name:LPS15-6S~LPS32-8S
Pump Body: Cas Iron
Impeller:PP/Stainlesssteel
Motor Housing: Aluminum
Shaff: Ceramidstainless steel
Bearing: Ceramic/Graphite
Insulation Class: F
ProteclionClass: IP 44

PARAMETERDATA:
Model

Pipe slze

[LPS15-6S
LPS20-4S
LPS2<H>S
LPS25-4S
LPS25-6S
LPS32-4S
LPS32-6S
LPS25-8S
LPS32--8S

G3/4 DN15mm
G1",DN20mm
G1",DN20mm
G11/2",DN25mm
G11/2",DN25mm
Gr ,DN32mm
G2"',DN32mm
G11/2",DN25mm
GT ,DN32mm

w

Power

Max low
Umin

100167/46
85/63/40
100/67/46
85/63/40
100/67/46
85/63/40
100/67/46
260/210/140
260/210/140

30
46
52
46
65
46
65
90
105

Max
head
m

Port to port

GW
kg

6

130mm
130mm
130mm
1301180mm
1301180mm
180mm
180mm
180mm
180mm

26
2.6
2.6
2.8
2.8
2.9
2.9
4.8
5.0

4
6
4
6
4
6
8
8

J

Figure L4. The Trupow pump purchased did not have readily available technical specifications,
so a similar Trupow pump’s specifications were used for the readers use.
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I
l

~

1.57 in ~

1
l

Length,
24.BBin

1.46 in

2.17 in

Figure L5. The temperature probe used for recording temperature for the final tests was the
Zacro LCD Digital Aquarium Thermometer Fish Tank Water Terrarium Temperature probe.
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UPC: 742297663543
Brand Name: Zacro
Manufacturer: Zacro
■

Submerge probe into fish tank to measure water temperature (Submerge probe only, do not submerge thermometer in water).

■

Easy to apply suction cup and easy to read LCD screen; Temperature readings to within 1 degree.

■

Large, easy to read LCD display. Compact design for discrete use.

■

Temperature range -50 degree Celsius~+ 70 degree Celsius; Operat ing temperature -10degree Celsius~ +50degree Celsius.

■

Powered by one LR44 button cell (included).

Specification
Zacro Digital Thermometer features an easy to read digital display with temperature in either Fahrenheit or Celsius depending on
your choice . The thermometer is accurate enough to create read ings within 1 degree. Looking for a Thermometer for your Fish Tank?
Our Digita l Thermometer is a good choice for you!
Operation:
1. Open the battery cover and insert battery with (+) positive side up. The LCD will now display the current room temperature.
2. Attach the display unit to the outside of the tank using the suction cups and submerge the probe into the water in the tank.
3. Press and hold the power (pwr) button to turn on. Hold the power button for 3 seconds to turn off.
Technical Details:
Size: 2" x 1.25"
Color: Black
Batteries: LR44 (Included)
Package Contents:
1 x Battery
1 x Digital Thermometer
1 x Probe

Figure L6. Summary of Product Specifications for the Zacro LCD Digital Aquarium
Thermometer Fish Tank Water Terrarium Temperature probe, including working and
operational temperatures and error reading.
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Appendix J. Full Instruction Manual
XI

X4

X8

X60

X60

X 120

Figure M1. Building Instruction Manual of the Solar Collector

1

1

1

Figure M2. Base Structure of Solar Collector
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Figure M3. Building Instruction Manual of the Solar Collector

Figure M4. Insertion of Irrigation Tubing
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Water is a necessity in our daily lives.
We u e it to drink, to clean , and to
wash . There is not a single day that
passes in which we do not use the water
in our hou ehold . Access to clean
water is a known issue around the
world , but the need for hot water is also
overlooked. When we take howers , we
turn the water to a warm temperature in
order to feel comfortable ; however ,
people in other countries do not have
that same luxury. Thu , unny- ide
Solutions designed a solar water heating
and hower system originally for areru
Academy . This system provides the
academy 's teachers a imple , reliable ,
and frugal method of receiving hot
water for daily showers.

• {I) Wood [4x8 ft/l.2x2.4 m]
• (50+) Wood crews [2½ "/6.4
cm)
• (I) In ulation Sheathing [4x
ft/1.2x2.4 m]
• (25+) Rigid Two Hole ½"
[1.3 cm) Conduit Strap (40
piece )
• {I) ½" Rain Bird Irrigation
Tubing [20o+ ft/61+ m]
• (2+) ½" [1.3 cm] Rain Bird
Drip Barbed Coupling
• {I) PEVA Clear hower
Liner [5x9 ft/1.5x2 . 7 m]
• (35+) Wood ails [I " .5 cm]

■
Figure M5. First part of the informational pamphlet explaining the purpose of this project and giving an overview of the Solar
Collector materials.
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Building and Testing: Troubleshooting
# I: Pr eventin g leakin g with th e pump
A: U e rubber gaskets at both the pump inlet and outlet 10 top connection leaking . If lealcing i
occurring at the tank outlet., use Liquidrubber sealant in addition to gaskets.
#2: W ater is not flowin g throu gh th e sys tem
A: Ensure piping is completely full with water before turning on the pump . Also ensure that the
hot-water tank is initially filled high enough to cover the outlet to the shower and the outlet to the
main system.
#3 : Pr e,·entin g bac k/ove rflo w via a check valve and tank height s
A: Place check valve after the cold-water tank and before the pump to prevent back flow. As for
tank heights, ensure that the cold-water tank's water level i always higher than the hot-water tank's .
#4: Puttin g togeth er th e box and insul ation
A: Start with a 4x4 ft (l.2xl.2 m) wood ba e; tl1cn anach 4x0.5 ft (l.2x0 .2 m) side panel with the
use of the wood screws and a power drill. Cut reflective insulation sheeting to line the wooden box·s
base and ides. If there i no a ailable reflective foam, black paint hould go on the wood finding a
replacement for the insulation so a second material sits between the tubing and the base of the frame.
#5: Co iling the irri ga tion tubin g spiral
A: Begin by coiling and strapping the tubing , with metal brackets or zip ties, s1aning from the
outer edge of one side of the wooden frame. Continue coiling in a circular pattern. being sure to
secure the tubing with the conduit straps to the wooden frame every other round . Space the conduit
strap appropriately in order to prevent splining tl1e wood. Once tubing becomes too difficult to coil.
cut off the remaining tubing and use a male-to-male barbed coupling to reconnect the tubing and
■
cominue until the desired length is reached .

Figure M6. Second part of the informational pamphlet, which discusses component replacements as well as building tips and
instructions written out. For the informational pamphlet it is expected that someone who reads and understands English well can
translate to builders (Sabore, etc.).
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Appendix K. Preliminary Testing Results
The table below summarizes the preliminary spiral testing performed by the group. This test was
to see how the water would heat up when inside the spiral irrigation tubing configuration. There
were issues with filling the spiral tubing, thus explaining why the volume of water is so low.
Table N1. Preliminary Spiral Testing Day 1
Time of Day

Ambient
Temperature [°C]

Temperature of
Water Before
Heating Process
[°C]

Temperature
of Water
After Heating
Process [°C]

Volume of
Water
[Gallons]

1:55pm - 4:16pm

23.89

17.94

35.89

0.234

4:30pm - 6:00 pm

23.89

22.44

20.94

0.133

Ambient
Temperature

Temperature of
Water Before

Temperature
of Water

Volume of
Water

[°C]

Heating Process
[°C]

After Heating
Process [°C]

[Gallons]

23.30

20.56

35.99

0.438

Table N2. Preliminary Spiral Testing Day 2
Time of Day

2:25 pm- 4:28 pm
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